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Abstract 

Networks are increasingly complex. Lately, several new paradigms have been proposed with the goal 

of decoupling the network management from the physical infrastructure, either by segregating the 

control and data planes (SDN) or by virtualizing network functions (NFV). In spite of the potential of 

these paradigms, the complexity of SDN controllers programming has led to the increased usage of 

NFV to implement common network services. NFV can introduce overhead in some network service 

implementations because all traffic has to be redirected to the VNF virtual machine. The NBI 

normalization in SDN is a possible solution to this problem by introducing a common and simpler API 

for the implementation of network services using a SDN-only solution. On the other hand, the SBI is 

already normalized by the OpenFlow protocol, however, it is challenging to implement network 

services using only OpenFlow rules and there are few implementations available.  

In this thesis, the advantages of a SDN-only solution for the implementation of common network 

services in contrast to a NFV solution will be discussed. Network services like a NAT or a Layer 3 

Routing will be implemented using OpenFlow rules. These implementations will be discussed and 

evaluated comparing to NFV and traditional approaches. 
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Resumo 

As redes estão cada vez mais complexas. Recentemente têm sido propostos novos paradigmas com 

o objetivo de desacoplar a gestão da rede da infraestrutura física, tanto com a desagregação do 

plano de controlo do plano de dados (SDN) ou com a virtualização de funções de rede (NFV). Apesar 

do potencial destes paradigmas, a complexidade da programação de Controladores SDN tem levado 

ao crescimento do uso do NFV para a implementação de serviços de rede. O NFV pode introduzir 

overhead em algumas implementações de serviços de rede porque todo o tráfego tem de ser 

redirecionado para a máquina virtual da VNF. A normalização do NBI no SDN é uma possível 

solução para este problema, introduzindo uma API simples e comum para a implementação de 

serviços de rede apenas com SDN. Por outro lado, a SBI já é normalizada com o protocolo 

OpenFlow mas é muito desafiante implementar serviços de rede apenas com regras OpenFlow e há 

poucas implementações disponíveis. 

Nesta tese, vão ser discutidas as vantagens de uma solução apenas em SDN para a implementação 

de serviços de rede comuns, em contraste com uma solução de NFV. Serviços de rede como a NAT 

ou o Routing de Layer 3 vão ser implementados usando regras OpenFlow. Estas implementações 

vão ser discutidas e avaliadas comparativamente com abordagens tradicionais e NFV. 
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction  
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In the last few decades, computer systems have experienced much innovation such as virtualization, 

increased scalability and storage. However, network management systems have mostly kept a 

traditional approach in spite of increasing speed and bandwidth requirements, as well as increased 

complexity and dynamic reconfiguration requirements needed to cope with large data centers, large 

scale virtualization and highly variable demands. In fact, this traditional approach usually assumes a 

fixed network architecture, where main networks nodes are implemented using dedicated hardware 

using mostly fixed or seldom changed configuration profiles. This limited innovation led to a more 

difficult and inflexible management in traditional networks that no longer meet recent requirements in 

datacenters and complex service provider networks. Cloud Providers provide storage and computing 

resources instantaneously that can scale very fast. Even in large corporate and academic networks, 

conventional network managements do not cope with today’s bandwidth, virtualization and dynamic 

reconfiguration requirements. Networks on these scenarios have to be easily programmable, 

manageable and monitored to support high reactive requirements and scale fast. 

Software Defined Networks (SDN) [1] and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) [2] have been 

proposed as models to solve those problems: SDN introduces a centralized controller that can define 

network policies with pre-defined and simple software implemented functions, and decouples the 

system that makes decisions about traffic modeling and network services from the forward plane 

devices. NFV introduces the concept of Virtual Function Virtualization that consists on a simple 

network service that is not a dedicated hardware but is running virtually and centralized on commodity 

hardware. Despite the fact that Software Defined Networks guarantee a global view and management 

of the network, the configuration flexibility is closed to the programmability offered by the forward 

plane, mostly provided by the OpenFlow protocol. Therefore, modern networks often combine NFV 

with SDN to support complex network services implemented on virtual machines with custom 

software.  

This thesis aims to research the potential of SDN based solutions for implementing advanced network 

services in basic switches supporting the OpenFlow protocol, as well as provide a working 

implementation with real world scenarios tests and evaluation. 

1.1. Motivation 

Networks are increasingly larger in number of devices, different services and requirements. 

Requirements are more demanding, and services are more complex and demanding as well. Large 

corporate, Internet Provider and Academic networks are an example of networks that must be more 

flexible, reactive and, above all, proactive.  

In order to deal with this increased complexity, two paradigms were recently introduced: 

 Software Defined Networks [1] address the problem of distributed control plane between 

nodes, maintaining a global and centralized view and control of the network topology and 
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state. The network can be managed and adapted based on the global state and monitoring 

and not based on the view of a single network node. 

 Network Functions Virtualization [2] addresses the problem of volatile network services and 

requirements with software virtualization of network functions that can be running on a 

commodity hardware. These network functions can be programmed to react to the always 

changing needs avoiding the need for adapting, configuring or buying new hardware. 

However, some common network services are not available as generalized services ready to be used 

with SDN because is not easy to implement these functionalities with the standard rules offered by 

network nodes to the SDN controller. Implementing those services with OpenFlow rules for each 

specific network case is a time consuming and difficult task. Some network services have NFV 

implementations that run on virtual machines, but this can introduce overhead and unnecessary costs 

because of the virtualization support layer. With SDN, these common network services can be 

configured on the SDN controller but continue to be running on each network node. In the next sub-

sections, the proposed strategies to overcome the problems of implementing common network 

services with a SDN-only solution will be described in further detail. 

1.2. Goals and contributions 

The main goal of this project is to investigate the advantages of SDN-only solutions for decoupling 

multiple common network services from the closed and proprietary traditional hardware 

implementations. These services implementations with SDN are very challenging because the 

programmable rules offer by network nodes are low-level and based on network data packets 

inspection and modification. 

To support the investigation of a SDN-only paradigm for common network services, a solid 

implementation of a set of common network services will be developed to evaluate the services 

compared to traditional hardware solutions. The proposed contribution is based on a set of network 

services that are difficult to found generalized and ready to use with SDN. These services will be 

discussed on all chapters of this document and include: 

 DHCP: easily found on traditional home routers to assign IP address to hosts but not widely 

available as a service on SDN Controllers. 

 NAT: the most used method to face the IPv4 address exhaustion in networks but is another 

example of a network service not much generalized on SDN. 

 Layer 3 routing: found on every network but hard to setup on SDN because there are not 

many generalized implementations to every need. 
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 Firewall: a network security system to control incoming and outgoing traffic (usually a 

dedicated network device or a host-based solution), yet one of the most generalized services 

on SDN. 

One of the goals of this thesis is to analyze to which extent the OpenFlow protocol and OpenFlow 

compliant hardware is able to cope with today network requirements and the general promises of 

SDN as a way to develop a truly universal Network Operating System, without being closed to 

hardware manufactures specifications. 

A second goal of this project is to prove that apart from OpenFlow’s help implementing SDN by giving 

the ability to openly program network devices centrally without being closed to hardware 

manufactures specifications, it is hard to implement new and truly open network services and 

protocols not directly specified on OpenFlow specification. This problem will be discussed on 

Implementation Chapter and an already growing solution will be presented on State-of-the-art 

chapter.  

1.3. Document structure 

This document is organized in six chapters. After this Introduction chapter, SDN and NFV as well as 

other concepts crucial to understand the scope of this project are presented on State-of-the-art 

chapter. Chapter 3 presents the overall project Architecture. Chapter 4 explains the Implementation 

details and discusses the features versus limitations found. The testing environment and results of 

this work, as well as the Evaluation are presented on chapter 5. Finally, the future work and 

Conclusions are discussed on chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2  

2. State-of-the-art 
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To better understand the framework of this project, it is necessary to understand this new paradigm of 

the Software Defined Networks as well as the virtualization of network functions. SDN introduces a 

centralized controller that manages the network nodes while NFV introduces the capability of 

virtualizing network services as virtual network functions on commodity hardware. The first addresses 

the problem of the networks’ complex management on a distributed control plane. The second 

addresses the problem of maintaining volatile and high demanding network services on closed and 

proprietary hardware. For implementing SDN, the centralized controller has to communicate with the 

network nodes: OpenFlow protocol is the main solution introduced for that propose, but more open 

and programmable solutions exist namely the P4 language. These paradigms can be tested on 

emulation tools since there are not much commodity hardware available for this project and it is 

difficult to recreate some specific network scenarios necessary to analyze these concepts working. 

In the next sub-sections, the basic principles associated to Software Defined Networks, Network 

Functions Virtualization, P4 language and network emulation tools will be reviewed and discussed. 

2.1. Conventional networks 

Conventional networks are static and rely on pre-defined physical devices such as switchers, routers, 

MPLS routers, etc. The devices themselves can have pre-programmed network functions like Packet 

forwarding, or VLANs and pre-programmed network services like DHCP Server, Firewall, Intrusion 

Detection System, etc. Each node is independent, and hardware is usually closed with proprietary 

software and not many APIs are exposed for external provisioning and management. Most network 

nodes have to be configured individually and physically. As a result, the innovation in conventional 

networking is limited by the lack of open contributions from research community. 

In conventional networks, every node has to be configured individually with console commands using 

a proprietary syntax. Scripts could be created to simplify the task of instantiating the network 

configurations, but there is no centralized and easy way to define and deploy global parameters that 

describe the network topology and functions. For example: Microtik Ethernet Routers [3] can be 

configured by ethernet or serial port (through SSH or Telnet session) with a proprietary configuration 

syntax or a GUI software called WinBOX [3].  

Devices in these networks have hardware implemented functions and are fast but this paradigm leads 

to a complex management problem, especially in large networks, because the control plane is 

distributed between all nodes of the network. More network appliances are being installed to introduce 

new network features because conventional hardware is closed and do not support new 

requirements. This rises network complexity and management difficulty. Convectional network nodes 

are built with a paradigm of a three strongly-coupled planes:  
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 Management plane: provides an interface for the network operator define network policies 

and monitor the network 

 Control plane: enforces the defined policies in network devices 

 Data plane: inspects, modify and forward packets 

 

Figure 2.1 represents a convectional network architecture where the management, control and 

data planes are coupled in each device. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Multiple traditional network nodes architecture 

 

Having these three planes coupled and implemented in each network node is the reason because 

vendor-specific configuration workflows and closed interfaces still exist. Network openness was 

limited to standard protocols such as Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF) [4]. These 

protocols provide interoperability between devices and services at a high level, but they are not a 

solution to address management problems of complex, volatile and demand network services. It is 

necessary to have open-source software and hardware to leverage community research and 

development. Software Defined Networks can help the management of networks with open software 

by introducing a centralized control plane as described in the next sub-section. 
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2.2. Software Defined Networks 

The concept of Software Defined Networks (SDN) started in the 90s. One of the first experiences in 

SDN was GeoPlex [5]. GeoPlex was a Java based AT&T Labs project, in which the main goal was to 

build a complex and heterogeneous internet provider network that would enable applications to 

cooperate in the network management. This new paradigm introduced more programmability and 

flexibility. To this end, SDN decouples the control plane from the underlying data plane and 

consolidates the control functions into a global software centralized controller. This centralized 

software control plane does not rely on hardware fixed functions and is not distributed across network 

nodes like in traditional networks. SDN functions can be slower than the traditional hardware 

implemented network functions but introduce a more flexible and reactive network management as 

they can be dynamically changed and cooperate with applications in a much better way than in a 

traditional single Switch or Router device. A centralized control software plane can dynamically define 

routes based on overall routing optimization because all network nodes have forwarding tables and 

forwarding rules programed by itself: this enables a more efficient and global optimization of the 

network. SDN eliminates the need for dedicated network devices executing network services like 

DHCP Servers, Firewalls or Intrusion Detection Systems because their functionality can be 

implemented as software applications that monitor and modify the network. 

SDN distinguishes from simple automated network configuration scripts because it introduces the 

notion of Operating System for Networks [6]. Like a computer operating system, the goals of a 

Software Defined Network are managing the network resources and providing an abstract view of all 

network components (with a well-defined API) to the applications running on top of the SDN 

controller. The control layer is acting as an abstraction layer of the network infrastructure for the 

applications on the application layer. This can be compared to what an Operating System does on a 

real computer. The SDN controller is software-based and it is often named the Network Operating 

System (NOS). 

As seen before, SDN architecture consists of three planes: the data or forwarding plane, the control 

plane and the application plane. In contrast to the conventional networks, node devices in the SDN 

architecture carry only the data plane, only responsible for the forwarding operations. The devices on 

this plane receive the data packets and forward them based on instructions configured by a 

centralized SDN Controller, which resides on a central server. The configured rules in the data plane 

can include packet fields modification, include a packet discard and conditional processing. Because 

of the performed operations, the devices on this plane are often called Switches and the plane itself is 

often called forwarding plane. Figure 2.2 introduces the three SDN planes in comparation with the 

previously presented Figure 2.1. With SDN, the network operator interacts in the Management Plane 

with the centralized Control Plane that subsequently communicates with all network nodes on the 

Data Plane. 
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Figure 2.2: Software Defined Network node planes 

 

Data plane and Control plane communicate each other within the Southbound Interface; the 

Application plane and the Control plane communicate with each other within the Northbound 

Interface. The most used Southbound Interface s 

pecification is the OpenFlow protocol.  

OpenFlow lead to the development of several controllers and switches that support it. One of the first 

OpenFlow controllers developed was NOX [9] (that introduced the term NOS as it is now used). The 

term Network Operating System was already used in some systems such as Cisco IOS, but this is 

only a software running on the router device with a well-defined and proprietary API. In the SDN 

context and for this project, Network Operating System concept has a new meaning: a software 

platform that runs on commodity server technology and provides the essential resources and 

abstractions to facilitate the programming of forwarding devices based on a logically centralized, 

abstract network view [1]. In the next sub-sections, the SDN planes, architecture and implementations 

will be described in detail. 
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SDN southbound interface. It allows the use of vendor-agnostic forwarding devices in the data plane 

that communicate using the same “language” with the SDN Controller. There are multiple protocols 

that can define this Interface: OpenFlow, NETCONF [4] and ForCES protocol [7]. The ForCES 

protocol was never widely adopted but it was the first to be introduced on SDN. NETCONF was not 

introduced for the SDN paradigm but it is often extended to fit the needs of SDN. OpenFlow is the 

industry adopted standard for the SBI. Most of the current SDN controllers support this protocol. 

OpenFlow protocol [8] is the most notable implementation of this API. It was developed by Stanford 

University to make the centralized control service (SDN Controller) communicate with all this network 

components in the southbound API. All network devices in the data plane must be compatible with 

OpenFlow protocol so that they can be integrated with the SDN controller.  

Most commercial network equipment vendors have switches that support OpenFlow API. With SDN, 

the data plane abstraction should allow forwarding behaviors desired by an application installed on 

top of the control plane while hiding details of the hardware resources presented on the infrastructure. 

OpenFlow is the main implementation of that abstraction equivalent to a device driver in an operating 

system [1].   

In 2011, the ONF founded a consortium composed by Deutsche Telekom, Facebook, Google, 

Microsoft, Verizon, and Yahoo, to promote the SDN and OpenFlow adoption. OpenFlow is in a 

continuous update process to support new rules with new network protocols specifications and 

features. SDN Controllers often miss the OpenFlow update progress and are bundled with older 

versions of OpenFlow. This can demonstrate that the need for the research and development of other 

solutions in this area is more important than supporting all protocols or new packet fields 

specifications that are introduced. OpenFlow refers to the specifications of the forwarding nodes in the 

data plane, called OpenFlow Switches.  

There is other protocol complementary to OpenFlow for performing the initial OpenFlow Switch setup 

with the IP of the SDN Controller as well as other desired parameters. This protocol is the OpenFlow 

Management and Configuration Protocol (OF-CONFIG) [9]. The OpenFlow Switch will start a 

connection with the SDN Controller if there is a URI in the configuration. The default port for the 

communication between Controller and the OpenFlow Switch is 6653. After the connection starts, the 

SDN Controller can start installing new OpenFlow rules in the OpenFlow Switch. 

The main OpenFlow switch components can be seen in Figure 2.3. It is composed by the OpenFlow 

secure channel (the connection between the SDN Controller and the OpenFlow Switch), the rules 

table (called flow table) and the subsequent actions to dispatch.  An arriving packet is matched based 

on the rules configured by the SDN controller saved on the flow table. The flow table contains flow 

entries that consist in match fields to classify packets. These entries can contain counters to make it 

possible to collect statistics regarding flow level traffic and to be possible to define timeouts on the 

rules. Finally, entries can dispatch actions to the packets that have been matched. OpenFlow support 

the following actions: Output, Group and Drop. The Output action forwards a packet to a specified 

port number. The Group action processes the packet according to a specified group rule. The Drop 
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action drops the packet. Other actions can be performed such as packet fields modification that can 

be useful for pushing/popping MPLS labels, VLAN headers or decrement a packet Time-to-Live 

(TTL). 

Figure 2.3 together with the list below, explains an example of a common flow in a software defined 

network that uses OpenFlow.  

 

Figure 2.3: Architecture of an OpenFlow switch device 

 

1. Network clients are connected to the switch device and generate packets in the network. 

These clients can be computers, switches or other external non-Software Defined Networks. 

2. A packet arriving on an OpenFlow Switch interface from that network clients will dispatch an 

action from the OpenFlow table (a rule can be matched by IP source address, IP destination 

address, type of network protocol or other available parameters) 

3. If there is no rule matched, the switch can send the packet to the SDN Controller (within the 

OpenFlow API). The SDN controller decides what to do with the packet based on what the 

applications running on top of it defined. After this, the SDN controller can install a new rule 

on the switches OpenFlow table running in Data plane for future equivalent arriving packets. 

Those packets will now be forwarded directly by the switch without the need to contact the 

SDN controller because the new entry in the OpenFlow table will match that packet and 

dispatch an action for it. 
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The communication between the OpenFlow switches and the SDN Controller is made through a TCP 

connection. This connection can be secured using Transport Layer Security (TLS). The tests made on 

this thesis do not use TLS because safety is outside the scope of this thesis. OpenFlow protocol has 

three types of messages [8]:  

 Controller-to-Switch messages are used to configure new rules on the OpenFlow Switch. 

This type of messages can also be used to request statistics and logs from the OpenFlow 

Switch.  

 Asynchronous messages can be sent from the OpenFlow switch to notify the SDN 

Controller about events in the network or can be generated on the SDN Controller to inject 

packets on network. Packet-In or Packet-out messages are examples of Asynchronous 

messages: 

o Packet-In messages informs the SDN controller about a new packet that do not get 

matched on the OpenFlow Switch. The controller can decide what to do with that 

specific packet and in some cases will dispatch a Controller-to-Switch message to 

setup new OpenFlow rules that will match identical packets in the future. 

o Packet-Out messages are generated by the SDN Controller to inject data packets 

on the network on a specific OpenFlow Switch. For example, if the SDN Controller 

wants to reply to ARP requests, it can inject ARP replies packets in the network 

through a packet-out message. 

 Symmetric messages are used to manage the session between OpenFlow Switches and 

between the SDN Controller and the OpenFlow Switches 

o Hello messages are exchanged between the switch and controller upon connection 

startup. 

o Echo messages can be sent from either the OpenFlow Switch or the SDN Controller 

and must return an echo reply. They can be used to indicate the latency, bandwidth, 

and/or liveness of a controller-switch connection. 

o Vendor messages are used to provide a way for OpenFlow Switches offer vendor 

additional features not specified on OpenFlow protocol specification. 

2.2.2. Control Plane 

SDN concept is based on the separation of the control plane from the data plane. Network equipment 

becomes simple forwarding devices and the control logic is now implemented in a software 

centralized controller. A centralized controller does not mean that the controller needs to be running 

on a single machine: it can be distributed across multiple servers for load balancing, scalability [10], 

security or performance issues. A centralized controller means that the network control plane is 
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logically centralized and can be managed by applications in a central way without the need to 

configure and communicate directly with all network switching and routing devices. Other requirement 

for the SDN controller is to have knowledge of all network devices and topology. The controller 

abstracts the physical network topology and different devices to the applications running on top of it, 

creating different virtual network views depending on the applications requests to the Northbound 

API. Applications running on top of the SDN controller are like plugins that add functionality to the 

network and can be used to manage and monitor the network: these applications administer the SDN 

controller. 

There are multiple commercial and open source SDN controllers available. In this document, only 

open source SDN controllers will be considered because one of the goals of this project is to use one 

of them to test new services and functionalities. One of these open source SDN controllers is 

OpenDaylight [11]. OpenDaylight is an open source Java based project founded by The Linux 

Foundation in 2013. Many other existing SDN controllers were based on OpenDaylight. In this 

chapter, the Floodlight controller [12] and the Ryu controller [13] will be also analyzed, since they are 

the most used and well documented open source controllers.  

The SDN Controller often resides on a centralized server that can introduce a single point of failure. It 

is essential that SDN Controller is distributed across multiple instances. All the traffic between the 

Application Plane and the Data Plane is handled by the SDN Controller(s). This can introduce a single 

point of failure: in case of failure in the SDN Controller, the OpenFlow Switches do not generate the 

necessary OpenFlow rules on their own to handle network changes. This can also be avoided with 

OpenFlow rules with a higher timeout and with OpenFlow rules that do not depend on the SDN 

Controller for every new network connection. 

2.2.3. Northbound Interface (NBI) 

SDN Applications are in the top layer of the SDN architecture and use the Northbound API of the SDN 

Controller. This Northbound interface can be a REST API or a programming language. There is no 

standard yet defined for the Northbound Interface, but is expected that, in the future, a de facto 

standard will be defined [14] - [15]. To introduce the SDN as a Network Operating System, it is 

necessary to define a standard to the Northbound API, equivalent to the POSIX API in a computer 

Operating System. In the absence of such standard, each SDN controller has today their own 

Northbound API specification.  

Open Network Foundation (ONF) created a Working Group in 2013 to develop prototypes for the NBI 

[16]. The normalization of the NBI is essential for community building SDN applications that can run 

on multiple SDN Controllers. This Working Group has not released a NBI standard specification but it 

is creating multiple use cases with prototypes for analyzing the results with different levels of 

abstraction on the interface. 
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2.2.4. Summary 

SDN introduces more network programmability and centralized management. New applications can 

be built on top of SDN using information and features provided by the SDN Controller that before 

were not available: a global view, state and control of the network provides a base for Load 

Balancers, new Routing Algorithms that use statistics from all network nodes and other network 

services that use the information and features of all network nodes in a centralized way. Problems like 

single point of failure and scalability exist and were already mentioned but there are already some 

solutions: Multiple SDN Controllers offer the possibility of replication to address the issue of a single 

point of failure. Regarding the scalability issues, Beacon SDN Controller address this issue with a 

high-performance Control plane implementation [17].  

OpenFlow protocol is widely used for implementing the SBI, most developed solutions within SDN 

have to use OpenFlow to setup the desired rules on OpenFlow switches. Another issue can be found 

with this paradigm: new solutions must use match and actions on packet fields that are available on 

OpenFlow specification. This can avoid new solutions that need to do more low-level actions on 

packets that are not specified on OpenFlow. An emerging solution to this problem will be described in 

the next section.  

Some SDN Controllers lack adequate security solutions. SDN rootkits allow attackers to take over 

entire networks by compromising the SDN controller [18]. Other problem is that the SDN Controller is 

a centralized decision point and access to it must be controlled to guarantee unwanted accesses. As 

for the communication between network nodes and the SDN Controller, the Southbound Interface can 

be secured using OpenFlow protocol with a secure channel over TLS. The Northbound Interface is 

often implemented as a REST API and the HTTPS protocol can be used to secure this 

communication. 

2.3. P4 Language 

Examining the SDN Southbound API again, a problem can be found: all network protocols, field 

names and constraints must be defined in the OpenFlow API specification. If a developer wants to 

have different approaches than the OpenFlow specification provided ones, the developer must wait 

for a new specification. It can be simply impossible to build new ideas if the existing protocols 

specification do not have the fields or do not meet the requirements asked by the developer. Other 

problem is that this paradigm only allows static matches: there cannot be a rule that apply some 

action depending on previous one or depending on variables of the match itself. In Implementation 

section of this document, these problems will be detailed and other limitations of OpenFlow will be 

presented in the context of a NAT implementation: these limitations may be overcome using P4.  
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P4 language can solve these problems by introducing an open interface to program the forwarding 

devices. Programming Protocol-Independent Packet Processors (P4) [19] is a SDN language 

dedicated to programming the network data plane with instructions to switchers, routers and other 

network devices in what to do with packets. SDN decoupled the control plane from the data plane 

giving one control plane to multiple devices on the data plane. Devices in data plane can be 

programmed in very different ways: P4 introduces a common and open interface that enables the 

control plane to program the forwarding devices from different vendors. Because P4 is a dedicated 

language around network data plane, it is optimized with specific instructions and is designed as 

domain-specific language in contrast to general programming languages as Python or Java. P4 can 

be compiled to different types of devices known as P4 targets. 

OpenFlow standard has abstractions of multiple protocols header fields that can be matched in 

packets on the network. The specification has been growing and every new version of OpenFlow has 

new network protocols, fields and possible rule patterns. P4 authors main goal on SDN is to rather 

than constantly extending the OpenFlow protocol specification, future network devices should support 

a new flexible mechanism for parsing packets (and matching header fields): the P4 language. This will 

allow the applications running on top of the SDN controller to introduce new capabilities on their own 

through a common interface. As the formal name says, P4 is protocol independent: the application 

developers must provide the header structure and fields of the desired protocol instead of being 

bound to pre-defined parameters on OpenFlow specification. 

Obviously, P4 does not depend on the target hardware and enables a new paradigm that allows 

reconfigurability. The P4 authors believe that the future of OpenFlow is in allowing the SDN controller 

to tell the switch how to operate, rather than be constrained by a fixed switch design [19]. Without P4, 

the SDN controller only populates the network devices with the pre-defined matching parameters and 

actions through the OpenFlow API. On figure 5, the arrows on the right show the classic OpenFlow 

rules being populated on the network device in Data plane. P4 can introduce new capabilities by 

enabling a first configuration flow (on the left side of figure 5) that enables SDN applications to parse 

packets and set new matching and action definitions on their own without the need of changing the 

OpenFlow standard to meet this new requirement.  

P4 supported devices are still in the early stages of research, and few implementations exist. 

2.4. Network Functions Virtualization 

Current networks need a centralized control plane and also need virtualization of network functions 

because the required network services are increasingly volatile. NFV implement network functions 

and services with software virtualization running on shared hardware resources (commodity hardware 

like servers, storage or switches). This concept introduces the ability for network providers and 

administrators to deploy new network services faster and cheaper because the hardware can remain 
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the same for new services. Functions like a Firewall, IDS, NAT or DHCP server can be decoupled 

from the traditional dedicated hardware and be moved to virtual servers. 

SDN and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) [20] are in different domains. NFV is a concept that 

does not need to be coupled with SDN but is an obvious contribution to SDN if NFV and SDN are 

developed together: SDN introduces a centralized global control plane in which SDN controller can 

maintain a global view and management of the network. On the other hand, NFV can create network 

services from a set of hardware resources installed on an infrastructure. A big network would benefit 

from a centralized control with a set of virtual network services running on top of virtual resources 

installed in the infrastructure. The Figure 2.4 and the list below presents the NFV architecture layers 

and each main component description. 

 

 

Figure 2.4: NFV architecture layers 

 

 Virtual Network Functions (VNF) are virtual implementations of Network Functions like DHCP 

servers or Firewalls. A complex service can be composed by one or more VNFs. 

 Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure is the environment where VNFs run, composed 

by hardware and software resources. The hardware is composed of computing, storage and 

network resources. Virtual resources are abstractions of this resources. 

 NFV Management module provides the functionality to deploy, configure and monitor the 

VNFs in the infrastructure. 

 

NFV and SDN as a combined solution is in its early stages. ETSI, ONF and Internet Providers are 

doing tests to accelerate the implementation of these paradigms. SDN can be a powerful tool for 

providing the infrastructure for NFV solutions. The usage of commodity Open vSwitches with SDN 

shares the main vision of NFV that wants to eliminate proprietary hardware, replacing them with 

industry standards. SDN and NFV have common objectives, but ETSI proposes NFV solutions 

without mentioning SDN. In the other hand, ONF published a solution that uses both concepts [20].  
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SDN can implement parts of the VNF, for example: Forwarding actions do not need to run on the 

infrastructure VMs, since these actions can run directly on the forwarding devices on the network. 

This solution can reduce bandwidth usage, because data will be not transferred to the VMs where the 

VNF is running and can reduce CPU usage because there is no need to handle that traffic. Other 

services, more complex than simple forwarding, can be implemented this way. This thesis will study 

how network services can benefit from this solution: Open vSwitches will directly perform the 

necessary operations to emulate a network service. This introduces new goals for the SDN 

Forwarding Plane and for the VNF implementations:  

 The SDN Forwarding Plane must support 

o  The normal packet forwarding operations that already are made by the OpenFlow 

Switches. 

o Programmed VNF operations (implemented with OpenFlow rules) that can be in the 

data plane. 

 The Virtual Network Function must support 

o The implementation of the complex operations that cannot run on the OpenFlow 

Switches. 

o And an additional feature of configuring the OpenFlow Switches with the 

necessary roles for the network service (mainly network related actions). 

In the Architecture chapter of this thesis, the concept of running network service on OpenFlow 

Switches will be described. In this approach, complex network services like a NATBox or a 

DHCPServer are being emulated on OpenFlow Switches, freeing the SDN Controller (that can be 

compared to the VNF) from network operations. 

2.4.1. Discussion 

NFV can reduce costs on equipment and energy and introduce a faster deployment of network 

services. The same physical equipment can be used to run different services. NFV can be distributed 

between multiple locations. This enable network services to scale up and down faster depending on 

the available commodity hardware resources. The infrastructure that hosts the NFV have to be able to 

provide performance at least as good as what the proprietary hardware appliances provide. VNFs can 

introduce can consume more CPU resources because of the virtualization layer but have more 

manageability, reliability, stability and security.  
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2.5. Relevant network services 

Networks rely on services to provide capabilities that facilitate the network operation. Most networks 

have pure network services like DHCP, NAT or Firewall and application level services like DNS, 

SNMP, Time Servers, etc. This work focuses on pure network services that can be implemented on 

top of SDN. Application level services can also be virtualized and implemented as NFV applications, 

but this is not in the scope of SDN and is not the purpose of this work. The following list presents a 

description of multiple relevant network services that are more frequently used among networks: 

 DHCP: The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol is one of the most used services on 

networks. All devices need to have an IP address to communicate with each other and most 

of these devices are not configured statically [21]. A DHCP Server is a service that can run on 

a router device or centrally as an NFV service to assign IPs to network devices running the 

DHCP Client. This way, there is no need for the network administrator to assign IP addresses 

manually on each network device. 

 NAT: A Network address translation service is an important service for almost every network 

because the growth of the Internet has made IPv4 addresses a scarce resource and a NAT 

service could minimize that problem because it introduces a method for multiple hosts to use 

the same IP address to communicate to the outside of the installed network [22]. remaps an 

IP address space into another by modifying the datagram packet headers in the Internet 

Protocol when the packets go through itself. Most of the transitions from a traditional network 

to a Software Defined Network will need a NAT implementation ready to setup and use. 

 Firewall: A Firewall service gives the ability for network administrators to control the income 

and outcome traffic based on defined rules. Firewalls are categorized as network or host-

based firewalls. The first one filters traffic between networks and runs on a network hardware 

(often called as Firewall gateway). The host-based firewalls are a software running on a host 

computer that control the traffic entering and leaving that device. Due to the increasing threat 

of network attacks, this service is crucial to prevent attacks and to block unwanted traffic [23]. 

2.6. Network emulation 

The work presented on this document must be tested and evaluated in a network emulation tool. 

Network emulation is a technique for testing and evaluating the performance of developed 

applications in a virtual network environment in contrast to a network simulation tool where purely 

mathematical models of traffic are applied. This tool must have the capability to run multiple switching 

nodes or virtual hosts and must support connecting external hosts running outside of the simulator so 

that is possible to connect a SDN controller extended with the algorithms presented on this document. 

Multiple network emulation tools are available and often bundled with SDN controllers. These tools 
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offer the ability to experiment the SDN controllers on a single machine helping developers to 

contribute and test their work on SDN.  

2.6.1. Network emulation solutions 

Examples of a network emulators are Mininet [24] or Netkit. In the following list, multiple network 

emulation tools will be discussed: 

 Mininet: open source tool that instantiates a realistic virtual network on a computer in which 

the network nodes are real kernel, switch or application code running in a single machine. It 

provides a Command Line Interface and a Python Application Programming Interface to build 

and interact with the created network. This is the most used emulation in SDN and its already 

bundled with some SDN controllers like Floodlight. There can be created python scripts to 

instantiate the network and to interact with a terminal of each node automatically. This is a 

good feature to implement automated tests with multiple applications on different networks, 

this includes: instantiating nodes, connect controller to network, connect OpenFlow switches 

to controller, run commands on hosts like ping or dhcp-client, disconnect nodes, run 

Wireshark, etc. 

 GNS: Graphical Network Simulator is one of the most used network emulator and 

configuration tools on universities and learning environments [25]. It provides a simple 

graphical interface for design the virtual network and interacting with every network node. 

This is ideal for students that are stating learning the network concepts and want to try and 

analyze simple networks. The main feature of this tool is the ability to emulate the Cisco IOS. 

Cisco IOS (Internetwork Operating System) is the software that runs on cisco 

routers/switches [26]. On SDN, this feature is not relevant because the main requisite is that 

the emulation tool supports Open vSwitch. 

 Netkit: This emulation tool is often used to test bigger virtual networks because it has good 

performance and well-defined API that can be used with configuration files and shell scripts 

[27]. This emulation tool does not provide the Open vSwitch functionality by default and the 

integration is not easy and solid. This is not a good candidate for emulation SDN networks 

because of that.  

 Kathará: is a python solution developed on top of Docker and is based on Netkit. Using 

docker for the network emulation process is a good principle because it will help on the 

integration, communication and management process of network nodes running different 

environments like a shell script on Ubuntu operating system or a SDN Controller implemented 

in java in a Debian OS. Because Kathará is based on Netkit, it does not provide the Open 

vSwitch support by default. 
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2.6.2. Open vSwitch 

Open vSwitch (OVS) is virtual switch that forwards traffic between different VMs on the same host 

and between VMs and the physical network [8]. OVS is open source and is available under the 

Apache license. Multiple protocols are supported by OVS but the most relevant feature that OVS can 

provide for this project is that it supports the most recent versions of OpenFlow. The work presented 

on this document must be tested and evaluated in a network emulation tool that supports virtualization 

of devices that run OpenFlow: Mininet is an example tool that is bundled with Open vSwitch. This is 

the reason that makes Mininet the best emulation tool for this project.  

OVS is independent from the host platform and includes an OpenFlow implementation and an 

OVSDB implementation. Open vSwitch Database Management Protocol (OVSDB) is a management 

protocol to configure an OVS database [28]. There must be an OVSDB server running on an OVS 

and a client implementation that can be running on a SDN controller or on a computer (for debugging 

proposes, for example). OVSDB does not rival OpenFlow, it is a complement to the OpenFlow 

protocol. The Open vSwitch database stores the state of a virtual switch instance. The OVS 

management operations provided by OVSDB include creating, modifying and deleting OpenFlow data 

paths. It is used to configure the set of controllers to which an OpenFlow data path should connect or 

to collect statistics from the virtual switch. Although, OVS is not limited to this single protocol to be 

managed. 

Open Virtual Network for Open vSwitch (OVN) is an open source virtual networking tool for Open 

vSwitch [29]. It provides a way to run multiple Open vSwitches across different VMs. These can solve 

scalability issues because OVS can scale to thousands of hypervisors (each with many VMs and 

containers) 

2.7. SDN Controllers 

In this section, multiple SDN controllers and the services they already provide will be presented and 

compared. Figure 2.5 shows the community popularity of five SDN controllers on the GitHub platform 

in May 2018. The popularity of these projects does not provide an objective analysis of which 

controller is best implemented and stable but to this work, it is relevant to prove that the proposed 

network services will work in any controller, starting by the most popular. 
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Figure 2.5: SDN controllers community popularity on GitHub in May 2018 

To implement the traditional network services like NAT or DHCP on top of SDN, the controller must 

have some desired characteristics: be well documented, possible to complement and widely used by 

the community. Observing the community popularity of five open source SDN controllers in Figure 

2.5, Ryu and Floodlight are the most popular and are the most used SDN controllers: both have 

extendibility, and both are well documented. In the next two sub-sections, the Floodlight and Ryu SDN 

controllers will be discussed. These controllers are already bundled with some network services 

implementations related to the proposed services on this document, these implementations will be 

discussed as well. 

2.7.1. Floodlight project 

Floodlight Project [12] is an open source Java implemented project licensed under Apache License 

that can be extended easily. There is a custom Mininet [24] Virtual Machine image already bundled 

with the Floodlight controller for a fast setup. Floodlight was offered by BigSwitch as part of the 

OpenDaylight Project until 2013. Recently, it is not involved with the OpenDaylight Project.  

The modular architecture introduced by Floodlight offers developers the capability of easily extending 

the Controller with new modules that can use the Java API exposed by other modules. Floodlight 

provides Core Services to manage the OpenFlow communication channel and to expose new REST 

API endpoints. New developed modules can use these Core Services to extend the Controller with 

new functionality. Using the Core Services is possible to create and install new OpenFlow rules on 

OpenFlow Switches. In Floodlight, the concept flow is defined as the set of packets that match the 

same criteria. The match criteria can be created with multiple queries on the packet fields. Finally, a 

list of actions can be applied to a created flow. Listing 2.1 shows an example of a flow definition in 

Floodlight. 
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Listing 2.1: Example Java code of a flow installation in Floodlight 

The last two lines of code show how to deploy the created flow match criteria and respective rules as 

a flow to an OpenFlow switch. For all of this to be possible, SDN controller must know the network 

devices on the data plane: Floodlight uses the Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) [30] to discover 

the network topology. 

Floodlight is compatible with OpenStack, a set of software tools to help manage cloud platforms. 

Floodlight can be run as the network backend for OpenStack using the Neutron plugin to expose a 

networking-as-a-service model with the REST API that Floodlight provides. Some network services 

are already provided with Floodlight. These services include a Firewall or a DHCP Server. There is no 

Floodlight module for implementing a NAT service or a Layer 3 Routing service. These services will 

be discussed on the Architecture chapter. 

2.7.2. Ryu Framework 

Ryu SDN Framework is a Python implemented framework with all code freely available under the 

Apache 2.0 license. Ryu authors provide a book [17] with all the steps necessary to setup the SDN 

controller and all the documentation needed for a developer to complement the SDN controller with 

the help of the framework API. The framework can be tested easily with a Docker [31] container 

created by Ryu developers. Listing 2.2 shows an example Python code that a developer using the 

Ryu framework needs to run after defining the matches and subsequent actions of a flow. 

 

 

Listing 2.2: Excerpt of a python code to create a Ryu flow 

OFMatch match = new OFMatch(); match.setNetworkSource(IPv4.toIPv4Address(’10.0.0.1’)); 
match.setNetworkDestination(IPv4.toIPv4Address(’10.0.0.2’)); 
 
List<OFAction> actions = new ArrayList<OFAction>(1); OFAction action1 = new 
OFActionDataLayerDestination(’00-00-00-00-00-00’); actions.add(action1); 
 
OFFlowMod flow = floodlight.getOFMessageFactory().getMessage(OFType.FLOW_MOD); 
flow.setMatch(match); flow.setActions(action1); 
 
IOFSwitch switch = this.floodlightProvider.getSwitch(’EXAMPLE_ID’); switch.write(flow, null); 

match = parser.OFPMatch()  
port = ofproto.OFPP_CONTROLLER  
max_len = ofproto.OFPCML_NO_BUFFER  
actions = [parser.OFPActionOutput(port,max_len)] 
self.add_flow(datapath, 0, match, actions) 
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There are some network services implementations available online for the Ryu Controller. A NAT 

service or a DHCP Server can be found on personal GitHub repositories. These implementations are 

only personal projects that are incomplete, not stable and not documented. 

2.8. NFV applications 

Considering the Floodlight and Ryu controllers again, there are already some official implementations 

of network services bundled with those controllers. An example of those virtual network services is a 

VLAN. Some other virtual network services implementations like DHCP Servers, NAT boxes or 

Firewalls can be found online (on GitHub for example) but are only developer experiences without any 

documentation or proven results. There are some papers on this matter [32] but do not introduce 

implementations of those services. In the next subsections, three network services will be discussed 

on the SDN context with a Floodlight or Ryu controller. 

2.8.1. Network Address Translation 

A Network address translation (NAT) service is an important service for almost any network because 

introduces a solution for multiple hosts to use the same IP address to communicate to outside of the 

installed network. A NATBox remaps an IP address space into other by modifying the datagram 

packet headers in the Internet Protocol when the packets go through itself. 

In the Developer section of the Floodlight controller official website, can be found a community 

contribute request on implementing a NAT service for Floodlight. There is already a developer 

assigned to this task but there are no predictions on how it will be done or when it will be finished. 

Implementing this Floodlight service and present results and evaluation would be a good contribution 

to the community and good value for the proposed project. The most relevant part of this work is the 

developed algorithm on OpenFlow (with proven results) that can be implemented in many other SDN 

controllers. 

The Ryu SDN controller does not include an official implementation of a NAT service. Multiple 

implementations are available online on personal GitHub repositories but are only individual 

experiments with no documentation or support. Most of these implementations are hardcoded python 

scripts to handle a specific case and not a generalized module that can be configured for necessary 

needs of each network. These scripts are often a centralized implementation that relies much on the 

SDN controller and does not distribute the computing needs through the OpenFlow Switches using 

OpenFlow rules. All packets must be forwarded to the SDN controller causing overhead and too much 

dependency on the controller. 
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2.8.2. Layer 3 routing 

Floodlight includes a Forwarding module that handles the packets forwarding through the OpenFlow 

Switches on a Software Defined Network. Routing at Layer 3 of OSI model is essential for big 

networks. Devices on big network are organized in different networks with different IP address 

spaces, like in ISPs or big corporate networks. Multiple SDN controllers offer the possible to configure 

multiple networks and support routing. Floodlight does not provide a Layer 3 Routing module and in 

the Developer section of the Floodlight controller official website, can be found a community 

contribute request on implementing a Layer 3 service module. Part of this work was focused on 

developing this network service with a modular architecture so that other modules can use this 

functionality (like the NAT network service) and so that the OpenFlow rules generation algorithms can 

be replicated for other controllers with other development languages. 

2.8.3. Firewall 

A Firewall is also an important network service because gives the ability for network administrators to 

control the income and outcome traffic based on defined security rules. This is an example of a 

service that is already bundled with Ryu controller. The specifications can be found on the official 

documentation book [13]. Floodlight is already bundled with a Firewall module but with one big 

limitation: all traffic must be forwarded through the SDN Controller. This introduces a big bottleneck 

on the OpenFlow switches that the Firewall module has been configured. One OpenFlow rules in 

installed on an OpenFlow switch with Firewall enable that forwards all traffic to SDN Controller. Then, 

the SDN Controller will CONTINUE or DROP the data packet based on Firewall rules installed on its 

internal storage. 

2.9. Summary 

SDN introduces a centralized controller that manages the network nodes, while NFV introduces the 

capability of virtualizing network services as virtual network functions, on commodity hardware. For 

implementing SDN, the centralized controller has to communicate with the network nodes: OpenFlow 

protocol is the main solution introduced for that propose, but more open and programmable solutions 

exist namely the P4 language. For implementing NFV, the infrastructure that hosts the VNFs virtual 

machines has to be able to provide performance at least as good as what the proprietary hardware 

appliances provide. NFV can reduce costs on equipment and introduces a faster deployment of 

network services but VNFs can introduce more CPU resources consumption because of the need for 

a virtualization layer.  
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Chapter 3  

3. Architecture 
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The main contribution of this work is the implemented algorithms of network services with OpenFlow. 

In the previous sections, the limitations of OpenFlow were presented as well as the main 

characteristics of Ryu and Floodlight controller. In this section, the work will be presented, and the 

overall project architecture will be detailed. 

3.1. Introduction 

For this work, the Floodlight was used to implement the network services algorithms in Java because 

it has a good modular architecture that facilitates the development of new functionality on top of the 

SDN controller and the module development process is well documented in the Floodlight official 

website. The network services will run on the Floodlight SDN controller as custom modules that 

expose a service with a REST API that is ready to be configured and instantiated multiple times 

depending on the network administrator needs. These modules will interact with OpenFlow switches 

to setup the rules necessary to implement the desired network services. Figure 3.1 presents the 

overall project architecture.  

 

Figure 3.1: Project overall architecture 
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3.2. Modular architecture 

This project is based on multiple modules. Each module implements a single network service. 

Modules are independent but can use the internal API exposed by one another. For example: the 

NAT module can use the Routing module because packets must be routed through the NAT device. 

Each module can instantiate multiple instances of the provided service that are managed by an 

exposed API and can use the built-in modules already provided by the Floodlight controller. These 

built-in SDN controller modules are the default and main functionality provided by the Floodlight 

controller and in this project are mostly used to dispatch rules to OpenFlow Switches or to get 

information about network topology. 

Different SDN Controllers (other than Floodlight), may have different ways and concepts to handle the 

integration between features and network services but these principles introduced by Floodlight 

provide a good environment for the development of new modules with new functionality. Open SDN 

Controllers must have an equivalent design for allowing developers to extend and add new 

functionalities: the most necessary and critical features may live in the core of the SDN Controller with 

a well-defined API so that other features can be implemented using that API. In the next sub-sections, 

some Floodlight modules with functionality necessary to the proposed services will be presented. 

These modules may have equivalent implementations on other SDN Controllers with an API that 

offers the same functionality with similar design. 

3.2.1. Floodlight built-in modules 

The Floodlight has core services that expose a Java API to other services and modules. These core 

services make use of OpenFlow protocol so that the SDN controller can manage and monitor the 

network OpenFlow switches. The following list will describe the used built-in services and explain why 

they were necessary: 

 Device Service: This service exposes an API for other modules subscribe to changes on 

devices on the network. To get a list of all network clients connected on the network, this 

module offers that API. If a network client connects, disconnects or changes the IP address, 

the modules that subscribe this service will be notified with the new information about that 

network client. This information may be import to modules that are implementing algorithms 

that need to build an internal state about the network topology and addresses. This not 

includes changes on the OpenFlow Switches, that changes will be described next. 

 Switch Service: A module that want to get a list of all OpenFlow switches or that want to 

know when there are changes on the OpenFlow switches (like topology changes or failures 

on a certain device), can use the Switch Service API. 
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 Rest API Service: All modules, including the Core modules bundled with Floodlight, use this 

service to implement their own part of the Northbound API. In Floodlight, like many other SDN 

Controllers, this Northbound API is designed as a REST API where each module can register 

a main endpoint to their own services.  

 Provider Service: All developed modules have to be registered with Floodlight Provider 

Service so that their own services are available to other modules and so that they can use the 

provided Floodlight APIs. Examples of functionalities provided by this service is the listening 

of OpenFlow messages that arrive the SDN Controller or the generation of packets to inject 

on the network. 

3.2.2. Developed modules 

Each presented network service is implemented as a Floodlight module. Each module will expose a 

Floodlight Service with a REST API and a Java API using built-in core modules. The interaction 

between Floodlight modules and services was explained in the State-of-the-art section but in this 

project, this interaction will also introduce a logic relation between the developed Floodlight module as 

a manager/monitor agent and the Floodlight service as a state storage and an action dispatcher 

agent. The management and monitor functionalities live in the implemented Floodlight module. For 

each instance of a service, the actions to dispatch and the state to be stored, live in the service class. 

In the next sub-section, the architecture of each implemented module representing a network service 

will be detailed. 

3.3. Network services overview 

Floodlight is already bundled with a simple Firewall service that can be configured through the REST 

API. The other proposed network services are not bundled with Floodlight and will be implemented 

from scratch. The contribution of this work on the Firewall service only consists on analyzing, 

reporting and discussing to facilitate the implementation on other SDN controllers based on abstract 

algorithms using OpenFlow rules. As for the other services, the contribution of this work includes the 

implementation, reporting and evaluation of each module. In the next sub-sections, the module 

architecture of each proposed network service will be detailed. 

3.3.1. Layer 3 Routing 

Most network infrastructures need routing at layer 3 of the OSI model where packets are sent to a 

specific next-hop IP address, based on the destination IP address. The layer 3 provides that 

functionality, transferring network packets from a source to a destination host via one or more 

networks. A traditional layer 3 routing device has to populate its own Routing Table that contains a list 
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of all possible destination IP addresses and its subsequent next-hop or link to use to forward the 

packet. Traditional routers implement a distance-vector routing protocol to determine the best route 

for data packets based on distance or cost. These routers have to exchange packets containing 

information and updates about each other so that they can build an internal state containing 

information about neighbors and distances to build Routing Tables and other internal structures 

necessary to the implemented protocols. This does not apply to SDN where we can implement the 

layer 3 routing functionality without the need for each network forwarding device to collect and 

maintain information about the network. The SDN controller knows the network topology and can 

calculate costs, distances and other useful metrics to build the routing service.  

This module will be composed by multiple components with well-defined functions. Each component 

can use the SDN Controller core services to dispatch actions or listen to subscribed events. The 

desired OpenFlow rules will be installed using the SDN Controller’s OpenFlow provider. The 

OpenFlow connections will be maintained by the SDN Controller based on each module 

requirements. This module will also expose a REST API (using the Core REST API Service) and a 

Java API (exposing a new Service to the SDN Controller that every module can use). Figure 3.2 

presents the overall architecture of the Layer 3 Routing module and its interaction with the SDN 

Controller. 

 

Figure 3.2: Architecture of Layer 3 Routing module 
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The box on the right of Figure 3.2 represents the implemented module that can be bundled and 

compiled with the SDN Controller. The module has a component-based architecture that is designed 

to be implemented with any SDN Controller using OpenFlow. Every SDN Controller must expose a 

Northbound API for allowing network administrators to configure the Software Defined Network. 

Although this Northbound API is not normalized, most SDN Controllers implement a REST API that 

offers the ability to configure the SDN services in a similar way. In Floodlight, the modules can expose 

an internal Java based API (using the Service nomenclature) that can be used by other modules. 

Other SDN Controllers offer this possibility, with other internal API technologies, but the concept is 

mostly the same. The design of this internal API is based on the desired network functions and not in 

the SDN Controller or implementation language. This module also has 2 listeners: one for listening to 

changes on the devices connected to a specific OpenFlow Switch and other to listen to OpenFlow 

messages that arrive at the SDN Controller. The OpenFlow dispatcher of this module (on the bottom 

left of the module box in Figure 3.2) is responsible for building the OpenFlow messages that will be 

queued on the SDN Controller to be sent to the respective OpenFlow Switch. Now, that the overall 

module has been presented, a detailed description of each component and each subsequent 

interaction will be listed based on Figure 3.2 box labels: 

 Core: Contains the main logic and the initial procedures of the Layer 3 Routing module. This 

component is responsible to register the Service on the SDN Controller and to operate the 

OpenFlow Dispatcher based on the Listeners and on the REST API requests that are 

mainly requests to change the module configuration. 

 REST API Handler: This component is responsible for handling and answering the REST API 

requests to the registered endpoints on the SDN Controller. The Core component is also 

responsible for dispatching the REST API endpoints registration of this module on the SDN 

Controller. 

 Service: Exposes the Layer 3 Routing Module internal API to the other modules running on 

the SDN Controller. This component is registered on the SDN Controller by the Core 

component and it is also responsible to storage the internal state and the communication of 

every instance of the network service. 

 OpenFlow Dispatcher:  Presented in the bottom-left of the Layer 3 Routing module in Figure 

3.2, is responsible for building the OpenFlow messages and to queue them on the SDN 

Controller OpenFlow connection manager. 

 OpenFlow Listener: Presented in the bottom-right of the Layer 3 Routing module in Figure 

3.2, is responsible for subscribing all OpenFlow messages arriving the SDN Controller and 

then filtering the desired ones by the Core component of this module. Depending on the 

desired network packets to inspect and action, the Core component will need to notify the 

Dispatcher component to install the OpenFlow rules necessary for OpenFlow Switches to 

redirect n network that packets to the SDN Controller. After that, this component will filter 
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them in this module and avoids that other modules, running on the SDN Controller, catch that 

packets. The packets caught and filtered by this component, are sent to the Core component.   

 Device Listener: Presented in the bottom-right (on top of the Dispatcher box) of the Layer 3 

Routing module in Figure 3.2, is responsible for subscribing, on the Devices Service, to new 

devices connected to the network or to devices disconnected from the network. This 

information is crucial to build the internal state of the Layer 3 Routing module that will 

dispatch OpenFlow rules on the OpenFlow Switches to handle the network service low-level 

functions like data packet redirection between networks and ARP packets catching/injecting 

on network (so that network hosts can build their routing information based on known 

neighbors from the ARP requests). 

 Utilities: Presented below the Core box in Figure 3.2, this component contains a set of utility 

functions, mostly for low-level data packets inspection and generation used by Dispatcher 

and Listeners. 

 

3.3.2. NAT Box 

Every home router device has a Network Address Translation service running to remap the home 

private IP address space into the ISP address space by modifying the datagram packet headers. The 

State-of-the-art section of this document presented multiple reasons why corporate and datacenter 

networks also have NAT implementations, but the main one is to provide a method for multiple hosts 

to use the same public IP. Most traditional network router devices implement a NAT service that has a 

NAT table with entries for every connection. These entries represent a map between the private IP 

address space and the public or outside IP address of the device running the NAT. To implement an 

equivalent service in SDN, there is no need for the devices that are modifying the datagram packet 

headers to have this NAT table and logic. The SDN controller maintains a global state of the network 

and, in this case, it can maintain the NAT service state and dispatch new rules for OpenFlow switches 

for every connection. 

Observing the example network of Figure 3.3, we are going to consider that host 1 of the private 

network (on the left) wants to open a TCP connection with the public host (on right) and that the 

private network is not accessible from the outside of 192.168.0.0/24 network. If we consider a 

traditional network, the IP address of host 1 needs to be translated to an IP address on the 

10.0.0.0/24 address space by the routing gateway device. These are the steps dispatched: 

1. Private host sends an ARP request asking for the MAC address of the default gateway. 

2. Default gateway replies to the ARP request with its MAC address 

3. Private host sends the data packet to the default gateway 
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4. Default gateway (the bottom-left box on Figure 3.3) translates the packet source address 

(from 192.168.1.100 to 10.0.0.1) and fills a new entry on the NAT table. 

5. The new packet is forwarded until it reaches the destination 

6. The public host replies to the packet and that packet eventually reaches the device that 

translated the previously sent packet (bottom-left box on Figure 3.3) 

7. The packet is translated back based on the previously filled NAT entry. The destination MAC 

address field must also be changed to match the private host MAC address. 

8. The packet is forwarded back to the private host. 

 

Figure 3.3: Example network for NAT module study 
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7. SDN controller analyzes the packet and fills a global NAT table. Translates the packet and 

injects the packet on the network. Simultaneously, the SDN Controller installs a new OF rule 

on the OF switch so that future packets are translated directly on the OpenFlow switch. 

8. The public host received the data packet and replies to the packet.  

9. Data packet eventually reaches the OpenFlow switch again. Now, a OpenFlow rule is already 

installed and the packet is translated back directly on the OpenFlow switch. (including the 

process of changing the MAC address of the destination address to match the private host MAC address) 

10. The packet is forwarded back to the private host. 

The installed OpenFlow rules on the OpenFlow switches have to expire and be refreshed based on 

the existing connections that are being handled by the NAT module. A higher expiration time can 

generate errors because of new connections being translated with old OpenFlow rules of connections 

that does not exist. A lower expiration time can overload the SDN controller because the data packets 

are redirected (like the very first one) to the SDN Controller. 

This NATBox module architecture is composed by multiple components that can use the SDN 

Controller core services and other external implemented services to dispatch actions or listen to 

subscribed events. The desired OpenFlow rules for each NAT entity running on different OpenFlow 

Switches will be installed using the SDN Controller’s OpenFlow provider. This module also exposes a 

REST API (using the Core REST API Service) and an internal Java API (exposing a new Service to 

the SDN Controller that every module can use). Figure 3.4 presents the architecture of the NAT Box 

module and its interaction with the SDN Controller and the previously presented Layer 3 module. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Architecture of NATBox module 
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The right most box of Figure 3.4 represents the implemented NAT Box module that can be bundled 

and compiled with the SDN Controller. Like the Layer 3 Routing module, the NAT Box module also 

exposes a REST API and an internal Java API (the Service box on the NATBox module box of Figure 

3.4). The module listeners include one for listening to changes on the OpenFlow switches connected 

to the SDN Controller and other to listen to OpenFlow messages that arrive on the SDN Controller. 

The OpenFlow dispatcher of this module (on the bottom left of the NATBox module box in Figure 3.4) 

is responsible for build the OpenFlow messages that will be queued on the SDN Controller to be sent 

to the respective OpenFlow Switch. The NAT Tables component and the Logic component will be 

responsible for implementing the NAT algorithm on arriving packets. Now, that the overall module has 

been presented, a detailed description of each component and each subsequent interactions will be 

listed based on NATBox module inner boxes labels on Figure 3.4: 

 Core: Contains the main logic and the initial procedures of the NATBox module. This 

component is responsible for registering the Service on the SDN Controller and for 

operating the OpenFlow Dispatcher based on the REST API requests that are mainly 

requests to change the module configuration. When a new NATBox instance is configured by 

a REST API request, the Core component has to use the Dispatcher component to install the 

necessary rules on the desired OpenFlow Switch so that the data packets of new connections 

are redirected to this module by the SDN Controller. 

 REST API Handler: This component is responsible for handling and answering the REST API 

requests to the registered endpoints on the SDN Controller. The Core component is also 

responsible for dispatching the REST API endpoints registration of this module on the SDN 

Controller. 

 Service: Exposes the NAT Box module internal API to the other modules running on the SDN 

Controller. This component is registered on the SDN Controller by the Core component and it 

is also responsible for storing the internal state. 

 OpenFlow Dispatcher:  Presented in the bottom-left of the NAT Box module on Figure 3.4, is 

responsible for building the OpenFlow messages and queuing them on the SDN Controller 

OpenFlow connection manager. There are two main use cases for this module: The initial 

setup of a NAT instance that is dispatched by the Core component and that will dispatch the 

installation of new OpenFlow redirect rules on the desired OpenFlow Switch; The other use 

case is when the Logic component has new packets that arrive at this module and that must 

be translated and then redirected back to the origin OpenFlow Switch. 

 OpenFlow Listener: Presented in the bottom-right of NAT Box module in Figure 3.4, is 

responsible for subscribing all OpenFlow messages arriving in the SDN Controller and then 

filtering the desired ones by the Logic component of this module. Depending on the 

configured NATBox instances of specific OpenFlow switches, the network packets arriving at 

this module (in the OpenFlow Listener component) will need to be filtered (to check if there 
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are packets to translate of an installed NAT instance). After that, the Logic component will 

translate the packets (based on the NAT entries on the NAT Tables component) and redirect 

them back through the OpenFlow Dispatcher component. 

 Logic: This component is responsible for the translation of arriving packets through the 

OpenFlow Listener component. It will register NAT entries in the NAT Tables component 

when new UDP/TCP connections are discovered, and it will load the registered NAT entries 

when subsequent packets of previous connections arrive for the translation process. The 

translation process does not occur on this component: this component will load/register the 

necessary NAT entry, based on packet inspection functions present on Utilities component 

and will also dispatch the packet modification on the Utilities component. 

 Switch Listener: Presented below the Core box in Figure 3.4, this component will listen to 

OpenFlow Switches changes on network. This is crucial for allowing this module to know the 

existing and used forwarding devices that are available to simulate a NAT running on it. The 

Core component will use this information to validate the REST API requests from REST API 

Handler component. 

 Utilities: Presented below the Core box in Figure 3.4, this component contains a set of utility 

functions, mostly for low-level data packets inspection and generation used by Dispatcher, 

Listeners and Logic components. These functions include, for example, the build process 

(on the bit level) of protocol packets like TCP, UDP or ICMP. 

 

3.3.3. Firewall 

Firewalls can be categorized as network-based or host-based. For this work, only network-based 

firewalls will be considered. Network-based firewalls are installed on the gateway nodes and can filter 

packets entering the network if they match the configured criteria. Most firewall rules are based on 

simple match rules on the packets’ fields that can be from network Data link layer up until Application 

layer. On SDN, this can be easily implemented through OpenFlow rules that are installed by the SDN 

controller on the desired OpenFlow switch. This OpenFlow switch will act like the firewall gateway on 

traditional networks because it will filter packets according to the firewall service running on SDN 

controller and configured by an application running on top of it through the Northbound API. In 

Floodlight, there is already a Firewall module. This module exposes internal API with a registered 

Floodlight Service and a REST API. This implementation allows the network administrator to select an 

OpenFlow switch to apply the desired rules. The rules include a DROP or ALLOW action that can be 

matched with any OpenFlow match criteria like source/destination IP address or used protocol.  

This is the simplest service that can be implemented through OpenFlow rules because the OpenFlow 

protocol offers the architecture necessary to a Firewall implementation: match fields on packets and 
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an action to apply on matched packets. This is like a simpler OpenFlow protocol where the main 

different is that the only actions available are DROP the packet or ALLOW the packet to be 

forwarded. OpenFlow offer more possible actions to apply on packets like packet modification, for 

example, but in this Firewall module that is not necessary. 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Proposal of a Firewall Module architecture 
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3.3.4. DHCP Server 

The most important feature of DHCP service is the ability to automatically attribute IP addresses for 

devices on the network. For this work, it is presented an architecture of a simple DHCP Server that 

assign IPv4 addresses for new network clients. Figure 3.6 presents the overall architecture of a 

simple DHCP Server on SDN. 

 

Figure 3.6: Proposal of a DHCP Server architecture 
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 OpenFlow Dispatch: Inject the DHCP reply packets on network. On DHCP module 

configuration, also install the necessary OpenFlow rules on desired OpenFlow Switches so 

that all DHCP request packets are forwarded to SDN Controller. 

 OpenFlow Listener: Filter the DHCP request packets that arrive on SDN Controller. 

 

3.4. Summary 

This architecture provides a good template for implementing these algorithms, with different SDN 

Controllers, that support OpenFlow in the Southbound Interface. The main goal of this project is to 

study the advantages of an OpenFlow solution for implementing these network services in contrast to 

a NFV solution, where these services would run on commodity virtual machines that can introduce 

overhead. In the next chapter, the implementation details on Floodlight Controller will be described so 

that we can analyze the resulting work on Mininet in the Evaluation chapter. 
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In this chapter, the implementation details of the NAT and Layer 3 Routing services will be described 

as well as the development environment created with the Floodlight SDN Controller. This project 

consists on analyzing the advantages of an SDN-only solution for these services. A working example 

must be built to analyze the results. The chosen SDN Controller for this project was Floodlight 

because it has a modular architecture that provides an easy and flexible way to extend the controller 

with new services. These developed modules can use the Floodlight’s core services API and can 

expose new ones for configuration. Each proposed module will implement the functionality of one of 

the proposed network services.  

In the beginning of this project, in October 2017, Floodlight did not include a DHCP Server module. In 

April 2018, a DHCP module was added to Floodlight by the community. The DHCP Server 

architecture proposed on this thesis was a starting point to develop my own DHCP Server module for 

Floodlight but because there is already a DHCP Server module, the official module will be used for 

tests and evaluation. A REST API resource was built to enable the setup of the DHCP Server module 

within the Northbound API with the architecture presented on the previously chapter. The previously 

presented architecture for the DHCP Server module is the same as the official module provided by 

Floodlight. Regarding the Firewall network service, Floodlight already provides an official module that 

has the architecture presented on the previous chapter. 

4.1. Development environment 

The implementation work consists on creating new Java modules for the Floodlight SDN Controller. 

These developed modules will dispatch OpenFlow rules on the OpenFlow Switches connected to the 

SDN Controller. During the development process, these implemented OpenFlow rules had to be 

debugged and tested on small network topologies. Mininet was used to emulate a simple network 

topology with a set of OpenFlow Switches that connect to the SDN Controller being developed. To 

connect all these elements, Docker was used. Floodlight is a Java project and because of that, will 

run in a Docker container with Java tools installed. Mininet will run on another container on the same 

network. OpenFlow switches were configured on Mininet to connect to the Floodlight container’s IP 

address. To understand all these elements and how the Java modules are organized inside 

Floodlight, the next sub-section will further explain the project structure. 

4.1.1. Project structure 

Floodlight is openly available through Git on the GitHub platform. Contributions can be made creating 

a fork of the original Git repository and then by creating a merge requested with the additions made 

into that fork. For this thesis, a new repository was created with a subfolder where the Floodlight 

source code lives. For this process, the git sub-tree method was used so that it is possible to add a 

remote origin repository to a sub folder of this project Git repository. The next table presents the folder 

structure for this thesis: 
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Folder path Epic Description 

/floodlight 

Floodlight 

The root folder of the Floodlight source 

code 

/floodlight/src/main/net/floodlightcontroller/natbox 

The source code of developed NATBox 

module lives in this folder next to the other 

Floodlight modules 

/floodlight/src/main/net/floodlightcontroller/l3routing Folder for the L3 Routing module 

/floodlight/src/main/net/floodlightcontroller/dhcpserver Folder for the DHCP Server module 

/floodlight/src/main/net/floodlightcontroller/firewall Folder for the Firewall module 

/mininet 

Network 

emulation 

The root folder for the network emulator 

python scripts and results 

/mininet/topologies 

Folder containing multiple python 

programs for creating the topologies for 

the tests 

/mininet/scripts 
Set of scripts for creating UDP, TCP or 

HTTP connections 

/mininet/results 
Folder to save the output of multiple 

testing programs like PING or iPerf 

/docker 

Docker 

The docker and docker-compose 

configuration 

/docker/floodlight 

Folder containing the Floodlight setup 

script and Dockerfile for the Floodlight 

container 

/docker/mininet 

Folder containing the Mininet installation 

script and Dockerfile for the Mininet 

container 

/document 
Thesis 

document 

The latex and tooling files for this 

document development 

/reports 
Informal 

reports 

Simple markdown files describing every 

day work progress and results 

Table 4.1: Project folder structure 
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The developed code for this thesis is available on a public GIT repository in my GitHub personal 

account: https://github.com/joaogsleite/openflow-network-services  

4.1.2. Docker setup 

The Floodlight project contains multiple Java dependencies and modules. The compilation time on a 

laptop with an Intel i5 processor is approximately 5 minutes. This value seems small but for making 

and testing small tweaks on the developed modules, this process adds a 5-minute delay until the 

changes are ready to be run. To speed up this process, a virtual private server was used with docker-

machine installed. The project code lives on the laptop but the Docker containers are running on the 

virtual private server. A quad-core processor with 16GB of RAM was used to run the docker 

containers with Floodlight and Mininet projects. Figure 4.1 presents the overall Docker setup. 

 

Figure 4.1: Remote docker-machine setup 
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 A Unison program needs to be running on the Local Machine and Remote Server. On the 

Remote Server, Unison is running on the Docker Container because it is easier to manage 

through the Docker CLI on the Local Machine. The Unison Docker Container mounts the 

project files on the Remote Server filesystem so that other containers can access them. 

 A remote Docker Machine is managed through the local Docker CLI. Running docker on the 

Local Machine uses to many resources and does not provide the necessary resources to 

build the Floodlight project fast and lacks the necessary resources to test the project on 

Mininet with large topologies. Docker CLI creates a TCP connection with the Docker 

Machine program running on the Remote Server. Docker Machine manages the containers 

and the Docker images that boot up the containers. Docker CLI accesses the Dockerfiles on 

the Local Machine. Dockerfiles describe the containers in terms of system disk image, 

programs to install (Java or Mininet for example) and volumes to mount (the Project files in 

this case). 

 On the Local Machine, there is a Docker compose file that in conjunction with each 

Dockerfile, describes the Docker network and containers that will be instantiated on the 

Remote Server’s Docker Machine. Docker compose dispatches commands on the Docker 

CLI that will next dispatch the actions on the Docker Machine. Floodlight and Mininet 

containers are created with this process. 

4.2. Network services flow 

In this section, the DHCP Server, the NATBox and the Layer 3 Routing network services will be 

detailed in terms of necessary actions that need to be dispatched on the network nodes. After 

understanding the necessary actions that need to occur on a common network that has these 

services, the implementation details will be described on the next section. 

4.2.1. Layer 3 Routing 

On a common network without SDN, routers use RIP and OSPF protocols to get information about 

neighbors. Every router builds a routing table containing the subsequent destination network and the 

interface that must be used for a packet to reach that network. Host computers connected to a router, 

must have an IP address and the default gateway configured. With that, packets are sent to the 

default gateway (a router with that IP address) and that router is responsible for handling the packet 

through the correct output interface. Hosts use ARP to get the MAC addresses of the machines with 

the desired IP address. For a host to send the packet to the default gateway, first needs the MAC 

address of the default gateway. An ARP request packet is created and broadcasted to the network. 

The router receives that request and answers with an ARP reply packet containing it’s IP address.  

Table 4.2 details the actions dispatched by each network agent on a data packet routing flow. 
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Agent Action Description Sub-actions 

Host 
Send ARP 

request 

Host wants to know the MAC address 

of the default gateway so that it can 

send a new data packet to another 

network 

1. Get IP address of 
network default gateway 

2. Generate ARP request 
packet to that IP address 
(Destination MAC address 
of that packet must be the 
host MAC address) 

3. Send packet 

Router 
Receive ARP 

request 

Router verifies that the ARP request is 

for a known MAC address (in this case, 

its own IP address) 

1. Decode the received 
packet 

2. Get payload IP address 
of the request 

3. Verify that it is its own IP 
address and dispatch next 
action 

Router 
Send ARP 

reply 

Router sends an ARP reply with their 

own IP address 

1. Generate ARP reply 
packet 

2. Send ARP reply 

Host 
Receive ARP 

reply 

The host already knows the MAC 

address of the default gateway 
1. Cache the received MAC 
address 

Host 
Send data 

packet 

Host sends data packet for other 

network to the default gateway 

1. Send data packet to the 
default gateway MAC 
address 

Router 
Receives data 

packet 

Based on the routing table and packet 

destination network, the router handles 

the data packet through the correct 

output interface 

1. Receive packet 

2. Change source MAC 
address to the Router MAC 
address 

3. Change destination MAC 
address to the next router 
MAC address 

4. Send packet through the 
correct interface 

For a packet received from other network, these actions will be dispatched: 

Router 
Receive data 

packet 

Router receives a new data packet 

from another network 

1. Decode packet 

2. Verify if packet is 
destined to this network 

3. Dispatch next action 

Router 

Send 

received 

packet 

The previously received data packet is 

sent to the correct host 

1. Change the source MAC 
address to the MAC 
address of the router 

2. Change the destination 
MAC address to the MAC 
address of the host 

3. Send data packet 

Host 
Receive 

packet 
--- --- 

Table 4.2: Actions dispatched on a network routing flow 
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The sub-actions presented on Table 4.2 need to be emulated by the OpenFlow switch that will be 

acting as a Gateway Router so that network hosts can send and receive packets in the same way and 

without any additional configuration when there are in a common network without SDN. Considering 

the topology of Figure 3.3 with one network on the left router and other network on the right router, 

these sub-actions must be dispatched when host 1 or host 2 of Figure 3.3 wants to send a new data 

packet. In the section OpenFlow algorithms, the necessary OpenFlow rules to emulate this flow will 

be described for the Layer 3 Routing service. 

4.2.2. NATBox 

Considering a network with a routing service already configured, the NATBox runs transparently on 

the NAT gateway. On a common network without SDN, this gateway can be a home router or a 

hardware dedicated device to translate IP addresses. Based on the destination IP address of the data 

packets generated by the private network hosts, the NATBox has to fill a NAT Table containing NAT 

Entries. Each NAT entry describes a TCP connection, a UDP data flows or a PING packets flow. An 

entry contains the source IP address, the source port, the destination IP address and the destination 

port. If packet flows are from a PING, the source and destination port fields do not exist: the ICMP 

identifier is used to distinguish different PING requests from the same private network.  

New data packets arriving at the NATBox from the private network, do not get matched by any NAT 

Entry. The NATBox needs to create a new entry and choose a random port number for the TCP/UDP 

source port field, for identifying that packet that will be translated and send. The destination host will 

reply with data packets to the IP address of that NATBox with the destination port previously chosen 

by the NATBox. That port number will help NATBox finding the correct NAT entry for translating the 

packet back to the IP address and Destination port of the desired host on the private network. For 

ICMP packets, the process is identical but, in this case, the ICMP Identifier field is used. Some PING 

programs do not support this field and because of that it is impossible to run a NAT on top of this type 

of packets. For the majority of PING programs, that field is support and used by the NATBox to 

identify the different packets. NATBox will choose a new ICMP Identifier for packets arriving from the 

private network and save that number to the NAT entry. When the destination host replies with an 

ICMP reply packet, the NATBox will identify that packet because the ICMP identifier on the packet get 

matched with one NAT entry. The NATBox can translate the packet back to the original ICMP 

identifier present on the NAT entry and send the translated packet back to the initial host on the 

private network.  

Figure 4.2 presents a common NATBox flow when packets from the private network arrive.  
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Figure 4.2: NATBox common flow 

1. Data packet arrives to the NATBox 

2. NATBox checks if there is already a NAT Entry with that source private IP address and 

destination public address 

a. If there is no match, the NAT Box generates a random unique number for the packet 

source port and creates a new NAT Entry with the structure presented on Figure 2.1 

(Source IP, Source Port, Destination IP, Destination Port and the generated NAT 

source port) 

b. If the source IP address, destination IP address and destination Port were matched 

by a NAT Entry, that NAT Entry is loaded for the next step 

3. The packet is translated based on the NAT Entry. Source IP is translated to the NATBox 

public IP, Source Port is translated to the number generated by the NATBox. 

4. The translated packet is sent. 

5. For packets arriving the NATBox from the public network, a NAT Entry must already exists 

so that packet can be translated back from the destination IP (that is the NATBox public IP 

address) to the private host IP address and so that the destination port (that in the packet is 
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the previously generated port by the NATBox) can be translated to the original port from the 

private host. 

4.3. OpenFlow algorithms 

In this section, the algorithms used for emulating the proposed network services will be described. 

Different SDN Controllers have different programming interfaces and languages but the majority of 

the SDN Controllers support OpenFlow as the Southbound Interface. This section will describe the 

used algorithms to generate that OpenFlow rules with the help of abstract pseudo-code that can be 

easily adapted to any SDN Controller. The implementation process of this thesis was made in top of 

Floodlight and these algorithms will be based on the SDN Controller. 

4.3.1. Layer 3 Routing 

As discussed in section 4.2.1, to send packets to other networks, hosts need to first send them to the 

default gateway. To send a packet to the network default gateway, the host must know it’s MAC 

address. OpenFlow switches do not answer ARP requests because their main goal is only to forward 

packets. A common ARP request asking by a MAC address of an IP address machine, contains on 

the packet payload the IP address of the requested MAC address machine. To answer that request, a 

new ARP reply packet must be created with the requested MAC address on the packet payload. 

When the OpenFlow switch that is emulating the network and the network gateway, receives an ARP 

request for the network default gateway IP address, it must answer with its own MAC address. It is 

not possible to generate new packets on OpenFlow Switches therefore, the ARP requests must be 

redirected to the SDN Controller. The SDN Controller decodes the packet-in message and verifies 

that it is an ARP request for a MAC address of a default gateway of a configured Layer 3 Network. 

Controller generates a new ARP reply containing the MAC address of the OpenFlow switch specific 

port that received the ARP request. The generated ARP reply is written on the OpenFlow switch that 

previously redirected the ARP request packet to the controller. That switch will send that generated 

packet to the right host. The first action that the SDN Controller have to do when a new Layer 3 

Network is configured, is to program the necessary OpenFlow rule so that all ARP requests are 

directed to the SDN Controller. Each SDN Controller has its own API. For describing these tasks, an 

abstract pseudo-code will be used. Listing 4.1 describes the configuration process on the SDN 

Controller for a new Layer 3 Network. Each Layer 3 Network is emulated on an OpenFlow switch. To 

Setup a new Layer 3 Network through the Northbound Interface, the network IP address with mask, 

the chosen default gateway IP address to be emulated by the OpenFlow Switch, and the OpenFlow 

Switch ID must be provided.  

For this thesis, routing algorithms are not considered. A proposed future work is contributing to this 

algorithm with routing common routing algorithms that reside on the SDN Controller and dispatch 

different OpenFlow rules according to the algorithm results. 
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Listing 4.1: Pseudo code for the L3 Routing module configuration on the SDN Controller 

 

After the rule described in Listing 4.1 is installed on the OpenFlow Switch, the SDN Controller will 

start receiving ARP request packets as Packet-In messages. That Packet-In messages are handled 

by all modules on Floodlight. If the message is irrelevant for that module, it continues to other 

modules. If the message is relevant and it must be only processed by the module, the message stops 

in that module. ARP requests for the default gateway must be only processed by the Layer 3 Module. 

Listing 4.2 describes this process with pseudo-code. 

 

Listing 4.2: How Controller handles the received Packet-In messages in Layer 3 Routing module 

 

After the network host receives the ARP reply, it can starts sending the data packets to the default 

gateway. When data packets reach the OpenFlow switch emulating the network router, they get flood 

function setupNewLayer3Network(networkIpWithMask, gatewayIp, switchId){ 
 switch = SwitchService.getSwitchById(switchId) 
 l3Network = new L3Network(networkIpWithMask, gatewayIp, switch) 

layer3Networks.add(l3Network) 
 

 matchArp = new Match({ PROTOCOL==ARP })  
 actionRedirect = new Action(REDIRECT_TO_CONTROLLER) 
 ruleArpRedirect = new FlowRule(match,action) 
 

matchIp = new Match({ PROTOCOL==IPV4 ; IP_SOURCE ∈ networkIpWithMask }) 
 actionFlood = new Action(FLOOD) 
 ruleIpFlood = new FlowRule(match,action) 
 
  

switch.program(ruleArpRedirect) 
switch.program(ruleIpFlood) 

} 

function handlePacketIn(packet){ 
 if packet.protocol == ARP: 

 arpPacket = decodeArpPacket(packet) 
 if arpPacket.type == REQUEST: 
  for switch in switchList: 
   requestedIp = arpPacket.getTarget() 
   gatewayIp = getGateway(switch) 

 if requestedIp == gatewayIp: 
  macAddress = switch.getMacAddress() 

 reply = generateArpReply(gatewayIp, macAddress) 
switch.write(reply) 
return STOP 

 return CONTINUE  
} 
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to other OpenFlow switches that are emulating other Layer 3 Networks. The last step described in 

section 4.2.1 has to be considered:  

 change the source MAC address of the ethernet header of the data packet to the source MAC 

address of the OpenFlow Switch that knows the host 

 change the destination MAC address to the MAC address of the desired host (whose IP 

address is present as the destination IP address of the IPv4 header) 

These described steps can be executed directly on the OpenFlow switch but have to refreshed by the 

SDN Controller each time a new host is found connected on a particular OpenFlow switch that is 

responsible for emulating a Layer 3 Network. Listing 4.3 describes this process in pseudo-code. On 

Floodlight, an API is provided by the Devices Service to listen for host changes on network. The 

implementation of this Layer 3 module listens to host changes and fills an array of hosts that are 

connected to each Layer 3 network. In Listing 4.3, this array is presented as l3NetworkHosts. 

 

Listing 4.3: How SDN Controller continuously refresh the OpenFlow rules on a switch 

 

For this work, the used refresh period is 10 seconds. A Java TimerTask was used to implement this 

pseudo-code combined with a network host changes listener. Higher refresh periods will make the 

network unresponsive for new hosts. Lower refresh periods will make the network more responsive 

for new hosts but will add more load on the SDN Controller and OpenFlow Switches. Tests for this 

module will be discussed on the Evaluation chapter. 

4.3.2. NATBox 

The NATBox module will install the necessary OpenFlow rules on the OpenFlow Switch that will be 

emulating a NATBox. Those OpenFlow switches must have the Layer 3 network rules pre-installed so 

that the packets can be forwarded to other networks after the translation process. Therefore, the 

NATBox module implementation depends on the Layer 3 Routing module. Every new connection from 

the private network has to be redirected to the controller so that the controller can install the 

function refreshOFRules(){ 
 switch = getOpenFlowSwitchForThisL3Network() 
 for host in l3NetworkHosts: 
  macAddress = host.getMacAddress() 
  ipAddress = host.getIpAddress() 
  
  match = new Match({ PROTOCOL==IPV4 ; DESTINATION_IP==ipAddress}) 
  action = new Action(CHANGE_DESTINATION_MAC_ADDRESS,macAddress) 
 
  rule = new FlowRule(match,action) 

switch.program(rule))  
}  
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necessary translation rules to that specific connection on the switch. For TCP and UDP packets, the 

Source Port field is used to identify packets from different connections and hosts. The NATBox needs 

to generate a new Source Port number to the packet after it leaves the NATBox translated with the 

source IP address already updated with the NATBox public IP address. For ICMP packets, the ICMP 

Identifier field is used in a similar way as the Source Port is in UDP/TCP packets. For TCP and UDP 

packets, the translation can be made directly on the OpenFlow Switch but for ICMP packets, the 

translation must be made on the Controller. Before introducing more implementation details, this 

problem must be discussed so that we can understand this workaround. Floodlight ICMP 

implementation does not offer a way to get the ICMP Identifier field. OpenFlow also has this problem: 

in OpenFlow specification 1.5.1, there is no ICMP Identifier field available to be matched or modified. 

This problem can be solved on Floodlight, contributing to the Java modules that implement the ICMP 

packets encoding and decoding. For this work, the ICMP Java class on Floodlight was extended and 

the encoders/decoders methods were modified. Considering Figure 4.3, the first 32 bits from the 

ICMP packet header were already decoded by the Floodlight ICMP Java class. For this thesis, the 

decoder was modified so that the following 16 bits of the ICMP header were fetched and then 

decoded as a short number to the ICMP Java class.  

 

 

Figure 4.3: ICMP packet format 

OpenFlow specification cannot be modified on the Floodlight source code because the OpenFlow 

switches will not understand the additions that could be made so that the ICMP Identifier field was 

decoded. The NATBox implementation with SDN must order all OpenFlow switches to redirect ICMP 

packets to controller so that the controller itself can translate them. This problem can be solved with 

an update to the OpenFlow specification but for more flexible implementations of services with 

programmable switches, P4 language can be used. With P4, there is no need to wait for OpenFlow 

new specifications or to be closed to the parameters that can be matched and modified though 

OpenFlow protocol. P4 offers the capability of programing the compatible switches with simple 
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programs that can expose a custom API to the SDN Controller. Custom matches and actions can be 

made on packet fields without a closed specification or pre-defined set of actions. P4 is not widely 

used but for implementing network services within SDN, it can be essential. 

For configuring a new NATBox instance through the Northbound Interface, must be provided the 

network IP address with mask, the public IP address of the NATBox and the OpenFlow Switch port 

number through that all public traffic should pass after the translation. Listing 4.4 presents the steps 

made in the SDN Controller when a new NATBox instance is configured. The first rule installed on the 

OpenFlow switch emulating the NATBox is a redirect rule for all IPv4 packets. This rule has the lowest 

priority possible in OpenFlow so that future specific rules for connections can be installed with higher 

priority. 

 

Listing 4.4: What controller do for instantiating a new NATBox 

The previously presented rule with redirect all IPv4 packets from the OpenFlow switch to the SDN 

Controller. The redirect packets will be translated on the SDN Controller and then transferred back to 

the OpenFlow switch so that the packet can be sent. Future packets from the same connections will 

be translated directly on the OpenFlow switch because the SDN Controller installs specific rules for 

that connection based on the first packet source and destination IP address, and source and 

destination Ports. Listing 4.5 presents how the SDN Controller handles received Packet-In messages 

that will be mostly IPv4 packets redirected from the OpenFlow Switch.  

 

Listing 4.5: How Controller handles the received Packet-In messages in NATBox module 

 

function setupNewNATBox(networkWithMask, publicIpAddress, publicOFPort){ 
 l3Network = L3Module.getByIpWithMask(networkWithMask) 
 natbox = new NATBox(l3Network, publicIpAddress, publicOFPort) 
 natBoxes.add(natbox) 
  
 switch = l3Network.getOFSwitch() 
  
 match = new Match({ PROTOCOL==IPV4 }) 
 action = new Action(REDIRECT_TO_CONTROLLER) 
 switch.program(match,action,PRIORITY=LOW) 
 
} 

function handlePacketIn(packet, switch){ 
if packet.protocol != IPV4: return 
 

 if packet.sourceIP ∈ natNetwork OR packet.destIP == natPublicIp: 
  entry = getOrGenerateNatEntry(packet) 
  switch.program(natEntryToOFRules(entry)) 
  newPacket = translatePacket(packet, entry) 
  switch.write(encode(newPacket)) 
} 
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Listing 4.6 presents the implementation for the getOrGenerateNatEntry function previously used in the 

Listing 4.5 pseudo-code. 

 

Listing 4.6: How SDN Controller generates or gets a previously generated NAT Entry 

 

As discussed in section 4.3.1 for the Layer 3 Routing module, OpenFlow rules cannot be permanently 

installed on the OpenFlow switch because they are dependent of the existing connections. When a 

UDP/TCP connection dies, the subsequent rules must be removed (in this case, are not refreshed). 

The rules have a timeout field so that they can expire 10 seconds after they were installed. After that 

10 seconds period, the connection packets are redirect to the SDN Controller again and new rules are 

installed on the OpenFlow switch because the connection is still up. In this NATBox module this is 

also applied for the OpenFlow rules and also for the NATBox entries stored on the SDN Controller by 

this module. 

4.4. Summary 

In this chapter the implementation details of the Layer 3 Routing module and the NATBox module 

were described. A problem was found on the NATBox module implementation regarding the ICMP 

fields support on OpenFlow and Floodlight specifications. This problem was solved by improving the 

ICMP packet decoding on the Floodlight Controller but, regarding the OpenFlow protocol, the problem 

cannot be solved without a specification update or without using an alternative, namely, P4 language. 

  

function getOrGenerateNatEntry(packet){ 
 if packet.sourceIP ∈ privateNetwork AND packet.destIP ∉ privateNetwork: 
  if natTable.containsSourceIp(packet.sourceIp): 
   return natTable.getBySourceIp(packet.sourceIp) 
  else: 
   entry = new NatEntry(packet) 
   natTable.add(entry) 
   return entry 
 
 else if packet.destIP == natPublicIP: 
  if natTable.containsDestIp(packet.destIp): 
   return natTable.getByDestIp(packet.destIp) 
} 
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Chapter 5  

5. Evaluation 
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The main goal of this work is to present an abstract architecture of common network services with 

SDN based on OpenFlow algorithms that can be ported to any SDN Controller. The proof-of-concept 

implementation of this work was described in the Implementation chapter. In this chapter, the testing 

environment will be presented, and the results will be evaluated and discussed. The testing process 

will be based on functional tests, that prove the correctness of the implemented network services and 

performance tests that will serve as evaluation results. 

5.1. Test environment 

The project implementation consists on a set of Java modules that were integrated in the Floodlight 

Controller source code. The Floodlight is based on Java and it is compiled with the help of Apache 

Ant. Apache Ant is a command-line tool for handling the build process of big Java projects. The 

implemented modules have to be tested with different network topologies and scenarios. These 

different scenarios were emulated on Mininet. The Floodlight has to be connected to the Mininet 

emulated network. To help on the deployment process of the testing environment, all necessary 

components will be dockerized and will run on a docker machine that is hosted by a Cloud Provider. 

The project can be tested on a local docker machine, but many computational resources are needed 

to run large emulated networks and to build the Floodlight controller swiftly. Figure 5.1 presents the 

test environment architecture with Docker. 

 

  

Figure 5.1: Test environment architecture 

These docker container are instantiated with the help of Docker Compose. Docker Compose is a tool 

for handling multi-containers environments by defining the required containers configurations in a 

special YML file called docker-compose.yml. Here is an excerpt of the created docker-compose 

configuration for this architecture: 
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Listing 5.1: Excerpt of the used docker-compose configuration 

5.1.1. Floodlight compilation 

Floodlight is composed by multiple modules, already described on the State-of-the-art chapter. The 

source code contains almost 500,000 lines with multiple external Java libraries. The build process of 

Floodlight with the implemented modules takes almost 5 minutes. The debugging process is slow and 

the implemented modules are built very slowly because every time a small modification is made, there 

is a 5 minutes build process until the Floodlight is ready to be tested. This docker container (on the 

left side of Figure 5.1) is responsible for handling the compilation process. It is based on an Ubuntu 

image with the Open JDK features installed in order to use the Apache Ant for the compilation 

process. All the source code is located in a local folder that is mounted on the container. The 

generated JAR file is saved in the same folder for later use in another Docker container. 

5.1.2. Floodlight container 

The previously generated JAR file is saved on the local machine, in a folder that is mounted on two 

containers: the first one for the building process and the second for running the generated JAR on the 

same Docker network of the Mininet container. A Docker network is configured with the previously 

presented docker-compose configuration file so that the Floodlight container and the Mininet 

container can have fixed virtual hostnames managed by Docker. This hostname provides a way for 

the Mininet Python scripts to handle the IP discovery of the Floodlight controller. All the temporary 

files generated by Floodlight, to save state or logs, reside inside the Docker container and are not 

mounted to the local machine disk. This guarantees a clean and fresh test environment when the 

container is instantiated. Every time a new test script runs, a new clean Docker container is generated 

based on this presented architecture. 

services: 
  mininet: 
    container_name: 'mininet' 
    build: ./mininet 
    tty: true 
    privileged: true 
    environment: 
      - DISPLAY=host.docker.internal:0   
    volumes: 
      - ../mininet:/root/mininet 
 
  floodlight: 
    container_name: 'floodlight' 
    build: ./floodlight 
    tty: true 
    volumes: 
      - ../floodlight:/root/floodlight 
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5.1.3. Mininet container 

Mininet is an emulation tool that can run real kernel, switch and application code. On the other hand, 

Docker provides the support base for container-based applications. Multiple suggestions can be found 

on how to integrate SDN with Docker for a faster development, testing and deployment of new 

functionalities [34] but they are not as stable as Mininet. Mininet is the most used emulation tool on 

SDN because it provides a solid Open vSwitch emulation and a well-defined Python API for 

integration scripts. To get Mininet running on a Docker container, multiple Linux and network 

packages were searched and installed manually. This process was time consuming at the beginning 

of the development of this process, but later introduced a very good environment to instantiate clean 

and isolated scenarios faster and programmatically. To handle the integration of all these 

components, shell scripts were created: 

1. For handling the build process of these Docker containers images. It was important to 

prepare the container images to run on remote Docker machines in a cloud provider that can 

offer large resource machines. These images are independent of external internet package 

managers and are ready to be transferred to a remote server for the instantiating process 

2. For handling the instantiating process of all containers. The created scripts used docker-

compose to instantiate the setup but depending on the created cloud provider machine, the 

configurations must adapt automatically (like the IP addresses, SSH keys, certificates) 

3. For handling the desired network emulation for each scenario. These were mainly created 

with Mininet Python scripts, but Shell scripts were also created for handling the dispatching of 

Python scripts by SSH and later by the Docker socket into the Mininet container. 

4. For handling the dispatching of the desired functional and performance tests in each 

scenario. Commands like ping, iPerf or Wireshark have to be dispatched in each host node of 

the emulated Mininet network. 

5. For handling the results collection generated by the previously dispatched commands. 

These results were mainly processed by Python scripts and later by MATLAB (or Octave). 

Each test was executed 10 times and the presented results consist on the average of all 

executions results. 

5.2. Network emulation 

To create the necessary network scenarios, there has to be created multiple network topologies for 

installing the SDN Controller with the implemented services. Mininet was used to emulate these 

networks because it is a Python network emulation tool that provides support for emulating OpenFlow 

switches and Linux hosts in custom defined topologies instantiated by Python scripts. Multiple Python 

scripts were used to instantiate different network scenarios with different network service 

configurations. In the next sub-section, multiple network topologies (and subsequent testing 

scenarios) are going to be presented. 
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5.2.1. Created network topologies 

All implemented network services are generalized and ready to be configured for different networks. 

Mininet provides a Python API to generate the network topology and control each network node. To 

test the correctness of these services, the classic network topologies will be created starting by the 

basic and most common ones. Figure 5.2 presents the first topology where the SDN Controller (c0 on 

the top of the figure) is connected with 2 OpenFlow switches (s1 and s2) that are connected with one 

host each (h1 and h2). This figure was generated by MiniEdit (Mininet Graphical Editor presented in 

the State-of-the-art section) only for this document to help understanding the topologies created with 

the Mininet Python scripts.  

 

Figure 5.2: Simple topology for testing all implemented services 

 

The next Python code excerpt shows how this simple network topology can be instantiated in Mininet. 

After this instantiating process, there can be dispatched commands for each node identified by a 

Python variable (like c0, s1 or h1). 
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Listing 5.2: Excerpt of the Mininet Python script to create the topology of Figure 5.2 

 

All network services must work correctly on this simple topology. This was the first topology used in 

the development process because it can provide a good start for understanding and recreating the 

typical network service running steps. These steps were first implemented as simple hardcoded Java 

Modules on Floodlight and later generalized so that they can run on every network.  

Each implemented network service has its particularly test cases that can only be evaluated with 

specific network topologies. For example, because of the IPv4 address space exhaustion, there is a 

demanding need for ISP and Datacenter to setup NAT services so that multiple hosts (or even 

networks) use the same IP address. Figure 5.3 presents a typical topology for Internet Service 

Providers [35]. Often, bottom level networks use the same IP address on upper levels, and this 

happens up to the top level. Each device of each level of that architecture can introduce a NAT 

service that in the top level can be a double or even triple NAT. In other words, the IP address and 

used ports of one connection from one host, from the bottom level up to the top level can be 

translated multiple times. Again, the c0 node is the SDN controller that in this typical datacenter or 

ISP network presentation was not relevant and therefore not mentioned. 

 

 

net = Mininet(…) 
 
c0 = RemoteController('c0', ip= , port=6653) 
net.addController(c0) 
 
s1 = net.addSwitch('s1') 
h1 = net.addHost('h1') 
net.addLink(h1, s1) 
 
s2 = net.addSwitch('s2') 
h2 = net.addHost('h2') 
net.addLink(h2, s2) 
 
net.addLink(s1, s2) 
 
net.start() 
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Figure 5.3: Fat-tree topology 

 

A simpler scenario to test a multiple NAT network is presented on the Figure 5.4. This is the minimum 

network topology viable to test a double NAT. For example, a connection between h1 and h2, is going 

to be translated in s1 and s2. This was the most used topology for testing and developing the NAT 

module. Again, c0 represents the SDN Controller, s1/s2/s3 represents the OpenFlow Switches and 

h1/h2 represents the network hosts.  

Observing this Figure 5.4 as a traditional network, the desired scenario includes a NAT service 

running on a router connected to h1 (on the left side of the figure) and another NAT service running 

on the right side of the first NAT (the middle network node). The last network device on the left will 

only act as a network router. On a traditional network, there is no SDN Controller and all network 

services logic is implemented on each network device. To implement the same NAT service with 

SDN, OpenFlow rules must be installed on each OpenFlow device to handle the packet redirection to 

the controller and to handle some immediate operations on packets that can be executed directly on 

the OpenFlow switch. 
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Figure 5.4: Simple Topology for the Double NAT test 

 

For routing tests, a more complex topology was designed. The topology on Figure 5.5 will be used for 

routing tests. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Star network topology 
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5.3. Tests results 

In this sub-section, the tests for each network service will be detailed starting by the Layer 3 Routing 

Service. For all network services, a set of functional tests will be presented and explained that prove 

the correct work of the service. Furthermore, some performance tests will be presented for evaluating 

these services, in real conditions, comparing with the same network topology without the running 

services. For example, latency and maximum bandwidth usage can be compared on a network 

topology running a NAT service on a node or without that NAT service running. 

5.3.1. Layer 3 Routing 

Mininet includes a set of default network topologies that are pre-configured with multiple OpenFlow 

Switches that will connect multiple hosts within the same network. The Layer 3 Routing module for 

Floodlight, provides a way for emulating the routing process with OpenFlow rules. Traditional routers 

use RIP or OSPF to exchange information about neighbors and to build internal structures about the 

network. In this case, no RIP or OSPF messages are going to be exchange because the SDN 

Controller maintains to global state view of the network. The OpenFlow switches and the SDN 

Controller exchange LLDP packets.  

The first functional test was performed on the Simple Topology presented in Figure 5.2. Each 

OpenFlow switch on that topology was configured with a different network. OpenFlow Switch s1 was 

configured with 192.168.1.0/24 network and s2 was configured with network 192.168.2.0/24. Host h1 

(with IP address 192.168.1.101) pings host h2 (with IP address 192.168.2.102). Figure 5.6 presents 

the Round-Trip Time (RTT) of a PING request by each sequence number. The executed programs 

output, for each test, is available on the GIT project repository with the path `/mininet/results`. 
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Figure 5.6: PING RTT by sequence number on Simple Topology 

 

Figure 5.7 presents the bandwidth per second of an iPerf TCP request between host h1 and h2, on 

the Simple Topology of Figure 5.2. By comparing these results with an iPerf TCP request on the same 

Topology, but without Layer 3 Routing module enabled, it is possible to conclude they are almost the 

same. The iPerf request with the L3 Routing has a 37.6 Mbps average bandwidth in a 50 seconds test 

period and the iPerf request on the same Simple Topology with the two hosts on the same network 

(using only Floodlight’s built-in Forwarding module) has a 34.3 Mbps average bandwidth. 
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Figure 5.7: Bandwidth per second of an iPerf TCP request on Simple Topology 

 

After testing the Layer 3 Module on the Simple Topology, a performance test was made on the Star 

Topology presented in Figure 5.5. Each OpenFlow Switch is emulating a Layer 3 network. OpenFlow 

Switch s1 is emulating the 10.0.0.0/24 network, s2 emulates the 20.0.0.0/24 and so on, up until 

OpenFlow Switch s6, that is emulating the 60.0.0.0/24 network. Each OpenFlow Switch has a host 

connected. Each host as the IP address starting with the h1 IP address 10.0.0.100/24 until h6 that 

has the IP address 60.0.0.100/24. Figure 5.8 presents the bandwidth per second of an iPerf TCP 

request on Star Topology of Figure 5.5. This test results on an average bandwidth of 35.2 Mbps in 

comparison with an iPerf TCP request performed on the same Star Topology, without the Layer 3 

Module enabled, that has an average bandwidth of 35.7 Mbps. 
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Figure 5.8: Bandwidth per second of an iPerf TCP request on Star Topology 

 

5.3.2. NAT Box 

The following results were captured on the network with the Simple Topology described on Figure 5.2. 

The first functional test consists on a simple PING request between the hosts of the Simple Topology. 

The first host (h1) is configured on the private network 192.168.1.0/24 and the second host (h2) is 

configured on a network emulating a public network with the IP address of 10.0.0.0/24. Two 

Wireshark probes were placed on the links between the first host and the first switch, and between 

the two switches. Observing the Wireshark capture results, it was possible to confirm that packets 

were translated correctly, and the packet IP checksum was also correct. This test proves that the 

NATBox module is working properly.  

Figure 5.9 presents the Round-Trip Time (RTT) of a PING request by each sequence number. We 

can observe that periodically the RTT is exceptionally high: this represents the OpenFlow rules 

installation on the OpenFlow switches. As discussed on Implementation chapter, the SDN Controller 

refreshes the OpenFlow rules for the NATBox and Layer 3 Routing modules periodically. 
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Figure 5.9: PING RTT by sequence number on Simple Topology 

 

During the PING request, iostat program was running in the OpenFlow switch that was emulating the 

NATBox. Figure 5.10 shows the CPU usage during the PING request captured by the iostat program. 

The PING request only started 10 seconds after the iostat capture. At second 10 of Figure 5.10 we 

can watch a higher CPU usage which represents the first OpenFlow rules being installed by the SDN 

Controller on the OpenFlow Switch. The subsequent CPU usage peaks represent the OpenFlow rules 

refreshing. The iostat capture ended 10 seconds after the PING request terminated. 
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Figure 5.10: CPU usage of the OpenFlow switch during a PING request on Simple Topology 

 

Another interesting test to consider, is the double NATBox setup. As previously seen, Internet Service 

Providers often use multiple NATs in chain on their networks. To test NATs in chain, the Double NAT 

topology of Figure 5.4 will be considered. The host on the left side (h1) is connected to network 

10.0.0.0/24. The host on the right side (h2) is connected to network 30.0.0.0/24. Considering the 

switch numeration (from left to right) s1, s2 and s3: 

 Between s1 and s2 is network 20.0.0.0/24 

 From s2 to s3 and h2 is network 30.0.0.0/24 

Host h1 has the IP address 10.0.0.100 and its default gateway is 10.0.0.1. Host h2 has the IP address 

30.0.0.200 and its default gateway is 30.0.0.1. The default gateway of network 20.0.0.0/24 is 20.0.0.1. 

The public IP of NATBox 1 is 10.0.0.11 and the public IP of NATbox 2 is 20.0.0.22. Figure 5.11 

presents a Wireshark capture of the data link between s2 and s3. The capture started when a PING 

request between h1 and h2 was occurring. 

 

Figure 5.11: Wireshark capture of port 2 of switch 2 with the Simple Double NAT topology 
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After the PING request, an iPerf bandwidth test was performed for 50 seconds in the same Double 

NAT topology. Figure 5.12 presents the iPerf test results per second. A TCP connection was used for 

the iPerf test. The result was a 50.6 Mbit/s average bandwidth usage during the 50 seconds transfer 

time. The same test was performed in the same topology but without the two NATs. The result was 

similar (a 50.5 Mbit/s average bandwidth usage) which shows that the NAT service does not reduce 

the maximum bandwidth available. The average bandwidth usage was higher on this test comparing 

to the Layer 3 Routing tests because the network topology used on the Layer 3 Routing tests was 

larger. To maintain the same maximum bandwidth available in larger emulated network topologies, 

more computational resources are needed. For these tests, the same testbed was used for all 

topologies because the evaluation is done by comparing the average bandwidth on the same 

topology with the developed service running or without the service running, and not by comparing the 

results from different topologies. 

 

 

Figure 5.12: Bandwidth per second of an iPerf TCP request on Double NAT Topology 

 

A Wireshark capture was performed during the PING request described in Figure 5.9 to verify the 

correct packet translation process. Observing the details about a data packet in the Wireshark 

capture, can be verified that the NATBox module changed the Ethernet packet header correctly and 

that the IP protocol checksum was correct. In the Appendix A of this document is a screenshot of this 

Wireshark capture.  
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Chapter 6  

6. Conclusions 
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The main goal of this project was to investigate the advantages of a SDN-only solution for decoupling 

multiple common network services from the closed and proprietary traditional hardware 

implementations. The implementation of these services was very challenging because the 

programmable rules offered by standard OpenFlow nodes are only based on network data packets 

inspection, modification and forwarding. The set of common network services developed was 

evaluated comparing to a traditional hardware solution. The developed network services can reduce 

the overhead introduced by a NFV solution because there is no need to redirect all traffic to the VNF 

virtual machine. The contribution of this thesis is based on a set of network services that are seldom 

implemented in standard SDN controller. Therefore, we show that this solution can be an alternative 

to implement some network services without the virtualization layer needed by the NFV paradigm.  

6.1. Conclusion 

NFV can introduce a faster deployment of network services by using the same physical equipment to 

run different services. The infrastructure that hosts the NFV has to be able to provide performance at 

least as good as what the proprietary hardware appliances provide because VNFs can consume more 

CPU resources caused by the virtualization layer. In the other hand, SDN introduces more network 

programmability and centralized management by providing a centralized Controller that programs all 

network nodes. OpenFlow is the most used protocol for the communication between the SDN 

Controller and the network nodes. Implementing common network services within NFV can introduce 

overhead and high resources usage. Implementing these services within SDN is challenging and for 

some services can be hard or even impossible, due to the limited basic functions implemented in 

barebone OpenFlow Switches.  

This thesis proved that a SDN-only solution for a NAT, DHCP Server or a Routing service is possible 

and can be a more efficient solution because there is no need to forward all traffic to the VNF virtual 

machine. Some network services can be impossible to implement using only OpenFlow rules because 

this protocol only provides the capability of programming the OpenFlow Switches to inspect, modify 

and forward network packets. These complex services can be implemented with NFV in a Software 

Defined Network that has the common network services implemented with OpenFlow rules. This 

solution uses the best of the two paradigms to build a more efficient and manageable network with 

faster deployment of new requisites and services.  

As previously discussed in the State-of-the-art section, P4 language can improve the implementation 

of new network services with SDN by providing a more flexible programming of network nodes. This 

can reduce the need for the VNFs to support the network services that handle more traffic introducing 

more network efficiency. 
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6.2. Future work 

Floodlight provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for configuring the modules through the web. 

This GUI basically uses the Northbound Interface, the REST API, for dispatching the actions 

requested by the user. The developed modules of this thesis do not include a GUI. One possible 

contribution to continue the work started on this thesis is the development of a GUI for configuring the 

DHCP Server, Layer 3 Routing and NATBox modules. This GUI can be merged on the Floodlight 

Web module that contains the GUI for the existing Floodlight modules. The modules developed in this 

thesis already have a well-defined Northbound API that can be used to develop the GUI.  

The developed Layer 3 Routing module do not implement any known network routing algorithm. 

OSPF and RIP are common routing protocols that use mathematical algorithms to fill routing tables 

and route data packets. The developed Layer 3 Routing module can be improved by using these 

mathematical algorithms, based on the Dijkstra's algorithm or Bellman-Ford algorithm, to forward data 

packets in a more efficient way.  
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Appendix A 

Wireshark capture of a PING request on the Double NAT Topology presented in Figure 5.4 of this 

document. Observing the selected packet in the Wireshark capture below, we can verify that the 

NATBox module changed the Ethernet packet header correctly. Observing the topology of Figure 5.4, 

this capture was made on OpenFlow Switch s2, on the interface that links OpenFlow Switch s2 to s3. 

The selected packet represents the second translation of the NAT chain between the 20.0.0.0/24 

network and the 30.0.0.0/24 network. 

 

 

 

 


